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million Great Scholars Campaign for scholarships and library enhancements. 
Hundreds of individuals. businesses and foundations believed their financial 
commitment to Boise State could make a difference. 
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10 HEMINGWAY YEAR 
During 1986 Boise State 
will sponsor a variety of 
events to honor the famous 
author who died in Ketchum 
25 years ago. 
12 SELF CENSORSHIP 
Professors at Boise State 
exercise self restraint in the 
classroom because they are 
living and teaching in a 
conservative community. 
Should a university reflect 
community standards? How 
does a community affect the 
idea of academic freedom? 
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Body will be used to increase 
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You are what you wear. A 
BS U professor examines 
fashion trends throughout 
history and what those trends 
say about women. 
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A new look • • 
I t began 10 years ago this fall. Since then. more than 80 issues of FOCUS have been pu blished and mailed to a 
family of alumni that has grown from 
J 2.000 in J 975 to the current 27.000. Over 
the years writers have come and gone. the 
format has changed, and budgets have 
been up and down. BUl throughout. the 
purpose of the paper has remained the 
same: to provide alumni and friends with 
a publication about their university that 
is provocative. insightfuL and thorough. 
Today. FOCUS moves into another 
era, leaving behind its old newsprint 
format for a more compact magazine 
look. We hope you will agree that it is a 
change long overdue. 
Since FOCUS began in 1975, Boise 
State has evolved into a major regional 
university, now offering high quality 
academic and cultural services that 
weren't possible just 10 years ago. It is 
time the university'S main source of 
communication with its alumni change 
with the times. In a sense, then, the new 
magazine not only befits the university, 
but also reflects it. 
Yes, the magazine will cost more 
money. To assist with the funding, ad-
vertising will be sold. In a short time, we 
hope the magazine will cost even less to 
produce than the newspaper because of 
that new revenue source. 
A final word about content. This issue 
marks the beginning of a transition to a 
more feature-oriented approach that will 
emphasize topical issues of concern to 
Boise State and its alumni. But most 
important, the editorial emphasis of 
FOCUS will remain on the people who 
make up the BS U family, as it has for the 
last 10 years. 
We hope you enjoy the magazine. 0 
FOCUS staff 
BSU directs project 
for science teachers 
Recent grants to Boise State University 
will ultimately result in improved mathe-
matics and science teaching in the public 
schools, according to Richard Hart, Dean 
of the College of Education. 
The two grants, totalling nearly 
$127,000, are funded through the 1984 
cold-drill wins • • • again • 
F or the ninth time in the last 10 years, the Boise State University literary magazine cold-drill has taken first place in the annual Columbia Scholastic Press Associa-tion competition. 
Judges from the New York-based competition awarded the 1985 edition of cold-
drill first place for university literary magazines, plus four other prizes: a Medalist 
rating for overall achievement, and three All-Columbian awards for magazine 
concept, design and creativity. 
The judges said, "cold-drill's design has always been powerful and this issue is no 
less so." Another judge lauded cold-drill for being "as interesting and as innovative as 
any cold-drill I've seen." 
Cold-drill editors for the 1985 edition were Jan Pavlic, Jeff Morris and June 
Pearson. Russ Markus was editor of cold-driIlEXTRA. Layout and design were done 
by Sally Stevens and Kathy Carpenter, and the magazine was printed by the BSU 
Printing and Graphics Center. Tom Trusky is the cold-drill adviser. 
Copies of cold-drill are still on sale at the Campus Book Store for $5 a copy plus $1 
postage. To order a copy send check or money order to the Campus Book Store, 1910 
University Dr., Boise, Idaho 83725. 0 
Education for Economic Security Act 
designed to improve the quality of 
mathematics and science teaching in the 
United States. The awards were made by 
the State Board of Education. 
Under the proposal, BS U will cooper-
ate with the Idaho Educational Public 
Broadcasting System and the Idaho 
Department of Fish and Game to produce 
a series of videotapes focusing on issues 
in field biology. Support materials will 
include suggestions for related activities 
and teaching plans. 
According to Ken Hill, chairman of 
the teacher education department in the 
College of Education, the tapes will en-
able children to experience science in the 
real world. Copies of tapes and materials 
will be available to every school listed in 
the Idaho Educational Directory. Costs 
will be limited to that of the tapes, he said. 
Another grant, funded under the same 
act, will provide a program to reduce the 
number of non-endorsed mathematics 
and science teachers within the state, and 
to improve teaching skills of those who 
are endorsed. 
According to Monte Wilson, acting 
dean of the College of Arts and Sciences, 
"All non-endorsed mathematics and 
science teachers will be contacted and, if 
possible, each will be funded to attend 
summer school programs that best meet 
the individual's needs for endorsement." 
Additionally, endorsed teachers who wish 
to improve subject matter knowledge and 
teaching skills in mathematics and science 
will have the opportunity to attend 
classes throughout the state, he said. 
Hart said he was delighted at the 
award. "These grants provide us with 
funds to help us in working with science 
and mathematics teachers throughout 
the state to upgrade their knowledge base 
and teaching skills, and we are delighted 
to have this opportunity," he said. 0 
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Higher ed consortium 
moves to Boise State 
The NOrlhern Rockies Consortium for 
Higher Education, which provides pro--
fessional development opportunities for 
faculty in colleges and universities within 
Idaho, Montana, Wyoming and Utah 
has moved to Boise State University. 
Linda Herrig, assistant professor in the 
College of Education. is the new executive 
director and will be responsible for co-
ordinating the activities of NORC HE. 
NORC H E. founded in \977, promotes 
faculty development and sharing of 
resources among the colleges and 
universities. 
Benjamin E. Hambelton. director of 
the S implot l Micron Technology Center 
at BSU, is on the consortium board of 
d irecto rs and has been involved with 
NORCHE since its inception. Until 
recently Utah Stale University at Logan, 
Utah, provided office facilities and staff 
for the 8-year-old consort ium. 
A consortium conference on Reasoning 
and Higher Education will be held at 
BSU in March. BSU physics professor 
Dewey Dykstra will chair the event, 
Kenneth H ill, chairman of BS U 's Teacher 
Education a nd Library Science Depart-
ment in the College of Ed ucation. will act 
as co-chair. 0 
BSU publishes 
history newsletter 
Boise State University will publ is h the 
National Council on Public History news-
letter for a t least the next three years 
according to BSU historian Todd Shallat. 
who will edit the publicat ion. Unt il re-
cently Arizona State Un iversi ty has been 
the publisher. 
The quarterly newsletter is mailed to 
more than 1,000 public historians who 
Ivork for corporat ions. historical societies 
or the government. "The publication will 
be redesigned at BSU to include informa-
tion about contract s and grants. and will 
provide bibliographies so that public 
historians can find out who is doing 
what," Shallat said. 
Shallatj oined BSU late last summer as 
an assistant professor of hi sto ry. 
Previously he was a public historian and 
editor for the American Public Works 
Association in Ch icago. 0 
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Speakers address 
revolution theme at 
Church Conference 
A former nuclear a rms negotiator. a 
former Congresswoman. and newspaper 
columnists from both ends of the polit ical 
spectrum will be the featured spea kers at 
the fourth annual Frank Church Public 
Affairs Con ference Feb. 3-5. 
They will speak on "Responding to 
Revolution at Home and Abroad.~ 
Shi rley Chisholm, former Congress-
woman from New York. will o pen the 
conference Monday evening with an 
address on the social, economic. and 
Books on ...... f I political changes in American society. "'AU" The following morning a panel will 
respond to that to pic. A collection of some of the Western 
world's most beautiful books will be The Tuesday evening speaker will be 
exh ibited at the Boise State Library Paul Warnke, who will focus on the 
Feb. 26 through May 16. changes taking place at the international 
The Book Beauti ful exhibit, to be level. Warnke was a negotiator on the 
housed in the display cases by the Frank Strategic Arms Limitation Treaty during 
Church Room of the library, comprises the Carter Administration. and currently 
39 volumes of British fine printing from heads an organization in Washington, 
1890 to 1935. The books represenllhe D.C. that conducts strategic arms studies. 
renaissance of fine printing. begun by 
William Morris. a 19th century socialist. A panel will respond to his topic 
architect. author. poet. artist and designer. Wednesday morning. 
Seven of Morris' Kelmscott Press The conference will conclude Wednes-
books. including The WorksofGeoffre.l' day with two talks. one by nationally Chaucer. are included in the exhibit. The 
syndicated columnist J oseph Sobran, 
book. published May 8. 1896. is con- and another by Molly Ivins. former 
sidered the most im portant achievement Rocky Mountain bureau chief for the 
of the Kelmscott Press. New York Times and currently a column-
Five ot her private presses. the owners ist for the Dallas T imes Herald. 
of which were inspired and influenced by 
Morris. are represented in the exh ibit. 
Although the press proprietors were 
influenced by Morris, their books a re 
distinctive. 
The Doves Bible, by Doves Press, is 
considered by many to betheconsummate 
work of art in printing. The Bible is noted 
for it s simplicity of design - in contrast 
10 the ornate Kelmscott Press books. 
In addition 10 the British books, BS U 
is inviting Idaho fine book collectors and 
printers to display their works at the 
ex hibit. 
The Book Beautifu l ex hibit is being 
brought from Brigham Young University. 
funded by a grant from the Association 
for the Humanities in Idaho. the BSU 
Library and cold-drill magazine. The 
ex hibit will be open to the public at 
regular library hours. 0 
Following their addresses. Sobran and 
Ivins will be joined by the panelists for a 
roundtable discussion / debate of the con-
ference topic. 
All events will be held in the BSU 
Student Un ion Ba llroom, except for 
Chis holm's address, which will be in the 
Special Events Center. 
Panelists who will speak on Tuesday 
a nd Wednesday mornings include aca· 
demicians. an Associated Press bureau 
chief, and an Army general. 
A videotape on the life of the late 
Senator Frank Church will be shown 
prior to Chisho lm's address Monday. 
For more information about the con-
ference call 385- 1577 or 385-3776.0 
BSU now owns electron microscope 
Famlliarobjects take on new 
dimensions through the 
lens of the new electron 
microscope. Above. from 
leI!. are an insect egg. eye 01 
a moth, and portion 01 a tiny 
spider. All photos by Jim 
Rigg. 
Idaho anthology set for spring 
I daho is known in literary ci rcles for famous authors who were born here. like Ezra Pound. or who arc buried here. like Ernest Hemingway, but the state's own literary heritage has been a well-kept secret. 
Boise State English professor J ames H. "Jim" Maguire hopes to fill that void by 
publishing an anthology of Idaho literatureshowcasing both Idaho authors and those 
from outside who have written about the state. 
The LiterO/uri' of Idaho. an anthology of the best and most characteristic works of 
more than 50 journalists. novelists, poets. essayists. songwriters. and others. both 
Idahoans and those who have written about the state. will be publis hed by BSU next 
June. The collection wi ll inaugurate the BSU Hemingway Western S tudies series on 
Western American culture. 
Maguire. whose introductions to the anthology sections provide informative 
backgrounds about Idaho authors and their relations to literary, artistic and political 
movements and traditions. has ranged in his choice of selections from pre·historic Nez 
Perce tales to the literature of our time. 
The anthology includes period photographs and illustrations of and by theauthors. 
as well as reproduct ions of original manuscripts. 
Among the anthology selections are: 
• Oral literature of Idaho's Indian peoples; 
• Narratives of explorers. mountain men. missionaries and prospectors; 
• Dreams of the Big Blowup ( 1890- 1919) with selections from Clarence Uarrow's 
TIll' Slor)" of My Lifl'. and Mary Hallock Foote's Mavl'rick; 
• Storics. poems, plays and novels from 1910-1959: 
• Contemporary li terature ranging from excerpts from The Tl'd Trueblood 
flw.ting Treasury to songs by folksinger Rosal ie Sorrels. 
~This excel lent anthology represents the va ried talents of writers about Idaho.~said 
Arthur A. Hart, director of the Idaho S tale Historical Society. MTheselections can be 
enjoyed as individual works o rliterature or as a series of vignettes from Idaho history 
that reveal in a highly evocative way the physical and spiritual challenges faced by 
people in a land of deserts. mountains and vast empt)'spaces. The work adds greatly to 
our understanding of Idaho and its people." 
nl(> Lileralllreof Idaho may be ordered from the BSU Bookstore. 1910 University 
Drive, Boise. Idah o 83725 at $ 15.95 per copy plus $1 for postage and handling if 
ordered before J une [ and at 518.95 postpaid thereafter. 0 
A new $ r 10.000 microsco pe that can magnify object s by 200.000 is housed in a laboratory in the 
Science-N ursing Building. together with 
an X~ray spect rometer. whichean analyze 
the content of such substances as metal 
alloys. Both instruments will be used for 
research and analysis in such fields as 
biology. archaeology, chemistry. physics. 
engineering and geology. 
According to BSU Technology Center 
systems engineer Dick Graybeal. there 
arc also community applications for the 
microsco pe as a medical research tool. 
and in sam ple analysis for environmental 
studies and forensic criminologY.D 
BJC landmark 
remodeled, renamed 
A favorite BJC I Boise College land-mark, the MusieAuditorium. will be remodeled this spring to house 
the new Hemingway Western Studies 
Program. 
The building will be named for re-
nowned author Ernest Hemingway to 
formally recognize his ties to Idaho and 
his interest in Western themes. 
According to Jim Baker. Hemingway 
Program coordinator, the $340.000 re-
modeling project will include three 
phases. 
The west side ofthe building facing the 
Library fountain will house adisplay area 
for permanent and visi ting art, photo-
graphy. book and o ther exhibits. while 
the second floor will provide space for 
publications. including the university 
literary magazine cold·drill. Ahsahta 
Press. the Western Writers Series and the 
Rocky Mountain Modem Languagl' 
AssociatiOIl Jourl/al. 
The heart of the building. the auditor-
ium. will be restored to its original appear-
ance. and the east side will house the 
archaeology department. 
Much of the project's funds will go 
toward upgrading heating. air condition· 
ing and lighting in the building. Baker 
said . 0 
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Medieval & Renaissance scholars meet here 
A medie\'al fi lm festival. a session on fa lconry. and produ ction ofth e pi a}' Lion ill Winter are some of th e colorful programs planncd for the 1986 annu al conference of the Rocky Mountain Medieval & Renaissance Association at 
Boise State March 14-1 5 in the Student Uni on. 
BSU hisIOT}' professor Chartes Odahl, president o f the a.'iSOcialioll, will host the 
conference, and Stanley Chodorow, Uni versity of Califo rni a. San Die go, will be the 
key note speaker. 
A number of sessions devoted to aspects ofmedi e\' al and renaissance culture will be 
conducted at the conference, ranging from archit ecture, paintin g and tapestry to 
church history, personalities and life styles. 
BSU faculty members who will present sessions arc: Odahl, who will discuss 
pilgramage churches of medieval Rome, Alan Brinton, Augustinian doctrine; Felix 
Heap, medieval and renaissance paintings of St. Francis; Beverly Miller, 15th Century 
unicorn tapestries; Constance J . Speake and J ose ph Bald assarre, medienl music and 
instrum ents; and Mic hael Zirinsky, medi eyal element s in mod ern Islam 
fundamentalism. 
Scholars from throughout the nation will a lso present sessions on the Franciscans, 
Shakespeare, Platonism, and medieval and renaissance church history. 0 
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Give Yourself A New 
TravelMaker This New Year 
Travelmaker 
Specializing in Traval for Iha Business Professional 
158 SOUTH COLE ROAD - 322-4611 
BROADBENT BUSINESS PARK- BOISE 
Order-by-computer 
system installed 
I na computer-age version of the old Yellow Pages jingle. Boise State students arc leuing their finge rs do 
the walki ng .. and the shopping 
at the BSU Bookstore. 
Thanks to a new computerized ordcr-
ingsystem. student s and other Bookstore 
customers have to go only as far as their 
pcrsonal' computers co browse and o rder 
from an inventory of 1.500 texts and 
8.000 general interest books. 
According to Bookstore manager Bill 
Barmes, Boise State is the first university 
in the country to make its inventory 
available to stud ents on com puter. 
Barmes said anyone with a perso nal 
computer and phone modem can receive 
the inventory and place orders. The 
system wi ll adapt to any brand of com-
puter, and is sim ple to operate because 
the cuscomer is provided with an easy 
"learn as you go" set of directions. he 
explained. 
Barmes said the system was installed as 
a way to assist st udents and others who 
may not have easy access to the Book-
store. It should be especially useful for 
student s taking courses at off campus 
locations such as Mountain Home Air 
Force Base. 
"We wanted to use technology to make 
ourselves more accessible. It is another 
way to market. "said Barmes. Thesystem . 
could also be helpful to rural school 
districts and libraries that don't have easy 
access to a bookstore. 
The inventory is divided into four 
sections: academic texts. vocational-
technical texts, best-sellers. and general 
interest books. Best-seller lists are up-
dated weekly. while others are changed as 
new books arrive or course requirements 
are announced. 
Orders can be phoned 24 hours a day. 
seven days a week, and books should 
arrive within a week. 
Barmes said more than 200 people 
called the system the firs! two weeks it 
was in operation in December. 
"We have been pleased with the results. 
With the popularity of computers this is 
the way of the future.~ 
People wh o wish to try the new order-
ingsystem using their personal computers 
can call the data base at 385- 1407. 
Customers with problems or questions 
can call the bookstore at 385-3811.0 
Outdoor Program 
opens 20 acre camp 
near Donnelly 
T he BSU Outdoor Adventure Pro-gram has opened a 20 acre camp on a wooded knoll overlooking 
Cascade Reservoir. 
The camp. with buildings and facilities 
to accommodate up to 90 people. is 
available for university retreats. work-
shops. classes and outings. The camp is 
especially designed for the handicapped. 
Located II miles west of Donnelly on 
the west side of Cascade Reservoir, the 
former Youth Conservation Corps camp 
was leased from the Bureau of Reclama-
tion in May, [985. Since that lime the 
Outdoor Adventure Program has built 
two onc-room cabins. laid a foundation 
for a dining hall and brought in two large 
houses donated by the IdahoStatc School 
and Hospital. Nampa. OAP director 
Randy Miller said eight tent frames wi ll 
be erected for summer use. A shower and 
bath house was already on the site. 
Saying. "We want to keep it as basic 
and clean as we can." Miller said no 
additional structures will be built . How· 
ever, he said a volleybal l and a basketball 
court will be built near the ex isting 
baseball diamond. The baseball diamond 
will be redesigned for use by wheelchair· 
bound players. he added. 
And in keeping with the emphasis on 
handicapped opportunities, Miller said a 
wheelchai r nature walk wil l be developed 
at the cam p. 
The camp was opened Dec. 28 and 29 
with a winter fitness retreat for BSU 
facult y and staff, sponsored by the Human 
Performance and Well ness Alliance. 
Miller said departments interested in 
using the camp should contact him at 
385·195 1. 0 
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Singer Rosalie Sorrels latest to receive 
President's Award for Western Life & Letters 
F olksinger and songwriter Rosalie Sorrels received the prestigious President'sAward fo r Western Life 
and Letters from President John H. 
Keiserduring the annual HolidayConccn 
in December. 
In presenting the award. Keiser said 
that Sorrels "represents the strength. in-
tegrity and aUlhenticity of life in Idaho 
and the Intermountain West. The history, 
folklore and sentiment contained in her 
slOries and songs are always informative, 
reflective and entertaining. 
"She sings of the contributions of 
women lathe West. a land that demanded 
women at least as st rong and enduring as 
men. She si ngs of the mountains, the 
forests, the deserts and the animals and 
the people who li ve among them. As long 
as the relationship between people and 
nature is an important theme in American 
life, Rosalie Sorrels will be recognized as 
a major commentator on it for her 
generation." 
Sorrels was born in Boise. Her stories 
and songs range from tales of her Idailo 
childhood to mining-town bars and the 
hardships endured by pioneer famil ies. 
She has performed at festivals in Canada, 
Switlerland, England; at clubs from 
Berkeley, California to Rome and West 
Berlin; and on campuses throughout the 
United Slates. 
The award is presented to those who, 
by their work. have enhanced the lives of 
others and who preserved desirable ele-
ments of western life and arts fo r present 
and future generations. According to 
Keiser. it has been a goal of the university 
to recognize the recipients during their 
lifeti mes so they may know that their 
cont ributi o ns a re important and 
appreciated. 
Past recipients are Elmer Keilh. Morlan 
Nelson. Ted Trueblood and Senator and 
Mrs. Len B. Jordan. 0 
Geothermal hookup possible 
Boise State University will be in hot 
water if the Board of Education approves 
a contract with Boise City Geothermal 
and funding is available. 
Under the co ntract. Boise City will 
extend the existing geothermal supply 
lines. now term inating in Julia Davis 
Park. across the Boise River to Boise 
State University and through thecampus 
to the Pavilion. 
According to the campus architect 
Chel Shawver, service lines will connect 
I I university build ings that can be cost-
effectively retrofitted 10 accommodate 
geothermal hOI water. 
The feasibility of the project lies in the 
funding. The federal government has 
committed $184,000 and the slate legisla-
ture allocated $100,000 in last year's 
budget. The balance of the $2 million 
may come from Boise City Geot hermal, 
additional federal grams or private fund-
ing, Shawver said. 
City engineer Chuck Mickelson said 
that BSU will be by far the city's largest 
customer and that the agreement will 
allow both city and university to benefit. 
Estimates indicate the system will pay 
for itself within seven years. "We expect a 
30-50 percent savings in fuel costs over 
gas. Students and taxpayers will benefit 
by conversion: it will hold down the rising 
costs of non-renewable type energy 
sources." Shawver said. 
Additionally. with the complet ion of 
the Simplot l Micron Technology Center. 
the cu rrent central heating system will 
have reached load capacity. "To put more 
buildings on we would be required to 
enlarge the central heating plan t ," 
Shawver said. 
Once the project starts it will take six to 
nine months to com plete. 
Mickelson said that hot water leaves 
the three city wells at about 175 degrees. 
After circulating throughout campus the 
cooled water will be returned to the city 
system through an adjacent supply line 
for discharge into the Boise River near 
Americana Boulevard. a 
Grants submitted 
for pu blic radio 
K BSU radio's conversion from a student-managed station to an affiliate with the Corporation for 
Public Broadcasting(C PB) depends upon 
the success of two grants. one for equip-
ment and the other fo r programming, 
acco rdi ng to the station's director of 
development and public relations Mer-
cedes McCaner. 
The sla lion also must hire three of the 
fi ve professiona l positions needed to meet 
CP S requirement s. Already station 
manllger Lee Scanlon and McCa rter II rc 
on board . The station is in the process of 
hiring an engineer. and the progra m and 
news directors will be hired later. 
A Public Telecommunications Facili-
ties Program grant is now being prepared 
for submission this month to the U.S. 
Commerce Department. That grant will 
purchase the equipment needed to extend 
the KBSU signal from Mount ain Home 
to Ontario. 
The second application. which wilt be 
submitted nex t spring. wi tl be for a 
Community Services Grant from the 
CPB. Money fro m that grant will be 
combined with local donations and under· 
writing to purchase programs fro m Na~ 
tional Public Radio and American I'ublic 
Radio, and to produce local programs. 
Once those IWO grants are in place and 
the three add itional professional positions 
fill ed. the stati on will be ready to switch 
to public radio programming. That co uld 
occur by the spring of 1987. 
Students will continue to bc involved 
in the station under the new system. said 
McCaner. 
Thcre will be slUdent assistants for 
each of the five professional positions. 
and students will be heavily used to 
produce local news and other programs. 
shc ex plained. 
"There will be new opportunities for 
slUdent s. We wanl to involve them in 
news a nd public affairs progra mming. 
They wilt learn to do remotes and even· 
tually work witha statewide network. We 
are geari ng the station fo r slUdents 
seriously int erested in broadcasting." she 
ex plained. 
A long range plan calls for the station 
to be part of a statewide net work linked 
by the telecommunications equipment 
used by public television. Then KBSU 
could cover co nferences. the legis lat ure. 
and othcr events for a statewide aud ience. 
McCarter said . 0 
Riding the bus means more than just 
saving money. It means no more traffic 
snarls, no more parking problems. Let 
our professional drivers get you through 
traffic and to your destination on time. 
You can relax, plan your day or read a 
book. Take the bus to work . .. it's the 
smart move. Call today for more infor-
mation, 336-1010. 
.jJ ' .• 
Telephone: 336-1010 Boise Urban stages 
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ensorship 
Adjusting to the 
community 
12 
by Glenn OQkley 
BSU New$ Services 
Phil Atlakson faced 11 dilemma. The Play Eqllw ' calls for a nude scene between a young man a nd a wo ma n. Ala n wa nts to 
make love to J ill. but he ca nnot. He is 
impole nt because the god Equu s is 
wa lching. The scene is scnsual a nd tragic. 
Alan 's sexual frustrat ion drives him to 
blind horses, the horses he has war· 
shipped as the god Equus. 
The scene is integral lo the play. bUllhe 
nudity is also a potentia l bom bshell. 
Only a few months earlier. a privately 
produced play performed on the Boise 
State campus was fo und so offensive by 
Idaho State Representative Ron Slater 
(R-Boise) that he mounted a campaign 
against the play and ilS producer. Sister 
Mary Ignatius Explai/lJ" /I All For YOII . 
produced by the Idaho Shakes peare Fcsti-
val at the Morrison Center, was an 
uncompromising parody of the Catholic 
Church. 
Slater argued that the Shakespeare 
Festival should not be given public mon ies 
if it intended to produce material that 
denigrated a religion. Slater asked the 
Idaho Commiss ion on the Arts to cease 
funding groups ~who attack religious 
institutions or defame the sacred belief of 
our citizens or sponsor assaults on ethnic 
o r racial groups. " And he lobbied fo r 
rules to make certain that groups like the 
Idaho Shakespeare Festival would not 
receive public monies if they repeated 
SiSl er MQr.l' IgnQlius"or anything like it.~ 
With that cloud hanging over the Boise 
arts community, Phil Atlakson - who 
was beginning his fi rs t semester as a 
professor of theatre arts at Boise Stat e -
began presenting his dilemma to others: 
"Can you do nudity al Boise Slat e?" It 
had never been done before: that much 
was certai n. Some students, he recalls, 
told him, "Go for it; they'll crucify you, 
but go for i t." But then, Atlakson notes, 
he "started hearing the same voice: 'Yeah, 
it'd be great , but no, don't do it.'''' 
'The final verdict by Atlakson: " I 
think total nudit y is out . It would beco me 
so controversial it would become it s own 
ent ity. it would overshadow the reason 
fo r having it." He would find some other 
way to "make that dramatic moment 
work . ~ 
Did that decision constitute censorship 
- albei t self- imposed? Should the 
university reflect and be responsive to the 
community standards? How does a 
publicly funded universit y function in a 
highly conservative city alld state? 
Are professors afraid their art or their 
views will be considered obscene, offen-
sive or radical? And to what extent do 
professors check themselves, hold back 
for fear of offending? 
Different Perspectives 
The concept of censorship and aca-
demic freedom within the university is 
perceived differently. depending upon 
the academic field. 
Says Atla kson. " I think theater in 
regards to a lot of other arts is at a 
disadvantage. Theater is probably the 
most conservative of the arts .... Unlike a 
boo k where the images are created in the 
ind ividual's mind, or film. where the 
people and actions depicted are two-
d imensional patterns of light displayed 
on a screen. theater involves real people 
directly in front of the audience, 
~1t ·s the thing that makes theater 
unique," says Atlakso n. - It's a concen-
trated, immediat e experience. Having 
someo ne undress on your TV set is far 
different than if someone is undressing 
fi ve feet from you." 
Theater is also unique in that it actively 
coun s pub lic att endance of it s 
productions. 
It is not surprising then. to find the 
departments of English and arl. for ex-
ample. to be more liberal than the theater 
department about what SOrt of material is 
produced. 
Nevertheless. there is a caution found 
among professors across the disciplines. a 
cau tion borne of concern that 100 liberal 
actions could bring repercussions - upon 
themselves and the university. 
In the art department. faculty and 
students are free to produce work without 
interference. but students have been told 
that overly graphic drawings of nudes. 
for example. wi ll probably not be dis. 
played in the halls. 
And despite the stereotypical image of 
wild-eyed professors spouting Marxism 
and radical politics. the economics and 
political science departments at Boise 
State are generally conservative. teaching 
traditional American philosophies. Marx-
ist economics. when it is taught. is taught 
in the context of American capitalism. 
Tom Trusky. founder of the BSU 
literary magazine cold-drill. defends 
stories and poems dealing with "adult 
themes." and the use of four-letter words 
in BSU-sponsored literature. 
"I think you have to be true to life:' he 
argues. "Art is a mirror. An is not a 
mirror covered with smi ley faced decals. 
dress shields or airwick deodorant 
sticks." 
But he too has held back at times. 
replacing a potentially controversial piece 
of literature with a milder one. 
When somethi ng at the university does 
offend the pUblic, it is BSU President 
J ohn Keiser who hears about it first. 
Keiser believes ~The major fu nct ion of a 
university is to provide a forum of ideas, '. 
and to ensure that forum "academic 
freedom has to be protected." But. he 
adds. "It's important to be aware of the 
taste of the community. We ought nOI to 
naunt nudity in the an department. for 
example. or critical plays like SiSler Mary 
tgllO/ iliS £.\p/aills Ir All For YOIl. or 
socially questionable language. The key 
word is jlaum." 
But In Boise? 
What occurs routinely on campuses in 
California or New York. might well cause 
an uproar in Boise. 
Once again. EqulIs provides 1.1. case in 
point . Trish Elledge, an adjunct faculty 
member in the Theatre Arts Department 
recalls attendi ng a production of Eqllils 
- with the nude scene included - at the 
University of California at Irvine. "There 
was no controversy about it at alt ... she 
says. "'Nothing in the campus paper. 
nothing in the community paper." But in 
Boise? "1 wouldn't even pretend to bring 
so meth ing like that to Boise." she said. 
"You have to play to your aUdience, and 
the audience is more conventional here. 
more easily offended." 
Atlakson believes he maintained the 
artistic integrity of the play despite the 
lack of total nudity. He considered this a 
technical problem: wit becomes the chal-
lenge of t he artist to accomplish his goals 
without compromis ing." Atlakson saw 
his goal in EqllllS as presenting the sensual 
scene between Alan and Ji ll while making 
clear that Alan is impotent - in a 
manner that does not offend the audience. 
Shocking the audience. says Atlakson. 
would be counterproductive because the 
importance of the scene would be lost 
with the rising blood pressure of the 
viewers. Or as Keiser commented, "You 
end up talking about how much skin was 
exposed rather than what the message of 
Equus is." 
"This is not pornography." Atlakson 
says. "We're not ex ploiting anybody. 
We're staging something that's very 
tender. But you have to accept that there 
are some people who could not see it any 
other way rhan morally offensive." 
Even if on ly a minority of the audience 
I ) 
Ozzy Osbourne 
''I'm not really sure we can bring that 
to town. I'm not sure we're ready for 
that : ' - Dexter King. 
Karl Marx 
" If I want to teach Marxist economics, 
I must teach it in the context of 
capi tali st economics." - Peter 
Lichtenstein. 
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would be made uncomfortable with 
nudit y. Atlakson defends his decision 
with the assertion thai "I don't think 
I heater can ever afford to be elitist. I don't 
like some of tl,e trends in thc.'lter that 
excludes some 01 the aud ience." 
Keiser has a more pragmat ic view: 
" Why force a university administrator to 
get o ut and spend six weeks ex plaining 
one scene" to an offended community. 
The bott om line. says Atlakso n. is thaI 
"total nudit y is beyond what people (in 
Boise) want to accept. I can live wilh that 
so long as I can make thaI moment 
work." 
As is often Ihe case in matters of 
controversial or potentially offensive art , 
the larger. more significant issues arc all 
but ignored. The iro ny applies to Equtls. 
"There's something much mo re ex pl osive 
happening in the play." Atlakson says. 
"What we have here is a man who is 
questioning the cosmos. It becomt.'S an 
assault on our modern thinking. II should 
be a comroversy on all sides." 
coincid e with the elect ions. ~ 
He ex plains that he likes the poems to 
correlate to the fea tured month. But. he 
notes. ") could see politicians making 
great hay of that particular poem and 
causing damage to Ihe university.-
Trusky says the poetry posters. which 
arc sent to pu blic schools and libraries 
free of charge. are sem with disclaimers 
that the individuals are to be their own 
censors - free to choose whether 10 
display each poster or not. In that vein. 
Trusky notes, " I do pick one or two 
poems that I do think are quile provoca-
tive."Trusky rides that thin line between 
what is provocative and whal might be 
considered antagonistic. 
Obscene Today, 
Commonplace- Tomorrow 
What is provocative today may be 
commonplace tomorrow. An early 1970s 
issue of ('oid·drill included a short story 
containing the word "sperm." which at-
tracted the allention. says Trusky, of 
"some local religious group. -Trusky said 
Challenging The Status Quo the group obtained a copy of the stoT)' 
before publication and. with the offensive 
Should the university reocCl com- ..... ord ma rked, passed the story around. 
munity standards? "as an illustrat ion of the artistic filth that 
"Oh the answer is 'yes' to meeting Boise State produced . ~ 
communit y standards, "Trusky responds. Theadministration received complaints 
··If you mean thc international. trans- the to be published issue. but 
cultural academic community . .. I feel I ""univ,,,; ;i'y never asked Trusky to pull 
Boise State has an o bligation to risk that offensive story. That issue of cold-
peril of (exceeding) parochial standards went on to win first place fo r general 
because our job is to enlighten and in the Rocky Moun tain 
inform ... Thefunction of the university Press Association . And. adds 
is to provide a forum for different "Today the word sperm is as 
philosophies ." as 'french fry' in Idaho." 
That sent iment is reflected by fellow 
English professor Lonnie Willis, who Sex , Drugs and Rock and Roll 
also teaches a course o n censo rship. ") It was more than a prediliclion for 
think we should not be confined to the offensive words that alarmed patrons of 
same communit y standards that probably the BSU Pavilion in 1984 when the word 
exist in Idaho. ~ states Willis. " If we are a got out that Ouy Osbourne would per-
university. wearca communityofpeople form in concert . It was the rock singer's 
who are open to ideas - a marketplace of reputation for performing bizarre acts on 
ideas. I live on the basis of an atmosphere stage. including bit ing the heads off of 
of freedom. I think generally we live with bats. 
that given. That's not to say wc're not After receiving a flood of phone calls 
realistic. ~ from outraged Boiseans. Pavilion director 
While Trusky has taken criticism for Dexter King placed his own call to 
various works in the publications he Osbourne's promoter. King said he told 
oversees. he has also pulled back at times. the promoter. "I'm nOI really su re we can 
wI censor mysel f. it's true." he says. bring that to town. I'm not sure we're 
"There's a greal poem in last year's cold- ready for that." When the promoter 
drill by Dusty Rhod es - "In My Poor threatened legal act ion. the Pavilion went 
Dream Nancy Reagan Was A Case- aheadwiththeconcCTt. Osbourne's blood-
worker." I wou ld love to have used Ihal less performance went without a hit ch. 
poem on the Poetry In Public Places under the scrutiny of the Hu maneSociety. 
Series (posters featuring a poem for each King says the Pavilion never intended 
month of the year) for November to to prevent the performer from appearing 
in Boise. ~Th ere's no censorship thaI can 
go o n in a slale facilit y," he says. Any 
performer who can post the required 
bond and is willing to sign the necessary 
forms - including a promise to abide by 
the state's Obscenity laws - has a legal 
right 10 rent the Pavilion. 
Nevertheless, the Pavilion ca n become 
a focus of crit icism. as it is often the only 
contact the public has with Boise State 
University. 
BSU Pres ident Keiser was admonished 
by State Rep. Dieter Bayer (R · Boise). 
du ri ng the last legislative session for 
allowing Mfilthy" acts to perform in the 
Pavilion. Keiser res ponded that ent er-
tainers must sign a contract which says 
they agree nOl 10 violate the obscenity 
law. 
Queslioning Ideas 
Often it is not lewdness or nudity that 
is the focus o f censorship, but ideaS. The 
latest attempt at cont rolling ideas on 
American universities. initiated by Accu-
racy in Academia. has apparently not 
come to Boise State. Bu t it is ind icativeof 
the all itude t hat universities harbor radi-
cal. ant i-America n professo rs intent on 
brainwashing the minds of young stu-
dents. Accuracy in Academia. a spin-o ff 
of Reed Irvine's Accuracy in Media. 
ann ou nced last August that it would 
begin monit oring selected univers it y 
classes around the country. "looking for 
political bias based on incorrect informa-
tion ," acco rding to Malcolm Lawrence 
who heads the group. The Washingtofl 
Pas/ story that announced the campaign 
quoted Lawrence as saying the goal of 
Accuracy in Academia is to end Marxist 
"brainwashing" of young people through 
"misinfo rmation and disi nformat ion" in 
the classrooms. 
Marxisl I.n Residence 
Peter Lichtenstein teaches Ma rxist eco-
nomies at BSU . "Ten years ago I would 
have called myself a Marxist." he says. 
"Now I would call mysel f a democrat ic 
socialist." 
Whatever the label. Lichtenstei n dis-
agrees with the concept of capitalism and 
the private ownership offactories and the 
resources that drive the economy. Just 
the kind of person Accuracy in Academia 
is out to monitor. 
And he acknowledges bcingconcerned 
about the grou p's effo rts. "because my 
class would be thc obvious target," he 
said. His fear with Accuracy in Academia. 
however. was that thcy would disrupt 
Poetry in Public Places 
" I do pick one o r two poems that I th ink are quite provocative." 
classes. As for his job securit y. he has no 
qualms about thaI. Lichtenstein holds 
Icnure. and despite his unorthodox vicws 
of economics in Arneric:l. he has earned 
the respect of his COlleagues th rough his 
resea rch. scholarship and teachi ng. 
- My st udents have always appreciated 
the approach I've taken." says Lichten-
stein. " I present a different philosophy. 
but I do it in such a way that a student is 
free to accept or disagree. . It 's mainly 
the people in the mainstream of social 
sciences who try to cram their ideas down 
people's throats." 
And this last statement helps explain 
t he paradox of his own academic freedom. 
~ I n a sense. yes. I have academic freedom." 
he says. " In another sense. no. I don't. M 
The reason is thai mainstrea m orthodox 
economic philosophy - capitalism -
~M ust be taught . There are some people 
who believe this is Truth," he says. There-
fo re. "If I want to teach Marxist eco-
nomics. I must tcach it in the context of 
capitalist economics. My ow n ideas must 
bcsqucczed in the framewo rk of economic 
orthodoxy." This. he says. is typical in 
universities nationwide. 
- Tom Trusky. 
Lichtenstein. then. believes there is a 
ba.<; ic indoct rinat ion. a basic phil osophy 
promoted on American campuses. But . 
he argues. the more libcra l and radical 
idcas are actually at odds with that 
mai nstrea m ph ilosophy. 
Traditional and relatively conservative 
schools of thought seem to escape the 
scrut iny that would be given more radical 
schools of thought. Promoting American 
democracy as an ideal. for example, 
would meet with no obstruction. 
~There's general agreement on that ." 
Willard Overgaard. political scicncec hair-
man. notes. - It doesn'ttend to beoffc nsive 
to anyone ... But to bean advocate ofa 
Soviet type democracy would raise a 
different 4uestion.·· 
Dr. MartinScidenfeld. a Boise psycholo-
gist. was painted as naive and perhaps 
unpatriotic in the course of coordinating 
a special class at Boise Stale tit led, 
"Nuclear A rms: The Issue of Ou r Times." 
Students attending the class heard profes-
sionals in various disciplines analyze the 
historical. psychological. economic, polit i-
cal. medical and theological aspects of 
the nuclear era. When announcements 
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Equus 
''This is not pornography. But you 
have to accept that there are some 
poeple who cou ld not see it any other 
way than morally offensive." -
Phillip Atlakson. 
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for the class fi rst went out. Seidenfeld 
said. "I was accused of exposing them 
(the students) to all this nonsense instead 
of t he real facts." 
He received a phone call from the 
Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences 
William Keppler who had received com-
plaints or inquiries about the controver-
sial class. Seidenfeld recalls. " He wanted 
reassurance it wasn't going to be mere 
propaganda. "Seidenfeld said. Given that 
reassurance. the class went on as planned. 
and the small tempest quieted. 
A Malter of Taste 
More often than not. censorship 111-
volved not philosophies but questions of 
taste. One man's art is another man's 
pornography. 
Like the book Sholl' Me. Head refer-
ence librarian Adrien Taylor says "Some 
people call it pornography. some call it 
sex education. some people co nsider it 
art ... 
T he BSU library has it. plus a host of 
other books frequently targeted by con-
servative and religious groups. These 
groups often circulate a list of offensive 
books to their followers, with the advice 
that they call their local libraries 10 find 
out whet her such "trash" is on t he shelves. 
Taylor has received numerous such 
calls. Often the books are not on thc 
shelves at Boise State. but Taylor, playing 
along with their ruse, tells them he will 
certainly consider ordering the books if 
they want to read them. 
Typically, those objecting to books at 
the library are people who do not use the 
library. And because "No one is forcing 
people to read books." Taylor says he 
cannot imagine a book that would be too 
offensive to be permitted on the shelves of 
Boise State. 
" I ordered and read a book I considered 
offensive." says Taylor. It 's Turner's 
Diaries, the nco-Nazi novel that was 
purportedly the manifesto for The Order. 
Taylor said hewas repulsed by the book's 
fascist, anti-semitic philosophy and its 
gruesome details of murder. But he notes, 
" People are interested in the Aryan Na-
tions. and this book is important to the 
Aryan Nations. People have a right to 
have access to material about them. 
There's also future scholarly use.~ 
It is this reason behind having the book 
al the university that is often missed by 
the university's critics. Eventually, how 
the surrou nding community views the 
un iversity is a matter of perception. and 
perception does not always equal real ity. 
The publ ic docs not necessarily under-
stand the dist inctions between study and 
advocacy. taken fo r granted byl he faculty. 
For exam ple. a class designed to study a 
controversial subject can be misconstrued 
as a class bent on teaching - that is. 
advocating - that controversial su bj ect. 
BSU history professor Phoebe Lundy's 
class on witchcraft is a case in point. An 
academic examinati on of a prevalent cult 
in history and modern society has been 
frequently misconstrued as a class teach-
ing witchcra ft practices. 
Similarly, Dr. Fred Mondin. a Boise 
psychotherapist who has taught the 
Human Sexuality course through the 
psychology department for the last ten 
years. receives his share of rumor-borne 
complaints. The complaints. he says, 
"Come from people who've never taken 
the class but have heard rumors about it 
Most of the time those complaints 
are gross distonions. not only out of 
context. but not even near accurate." 
Mondin notes "T he subject of human 
sexuality is controversial because it 
relates to politics. religion. law." Mondin 
discusses the political issues of sex: abor-
tion. teenage access to contraceptives. 
laws against oral sex ("So we're in there 
talking about ora l sex as a stimulant''). 
Mondin has shown erotic movies. ~They 
are not pornographic movies." he states. 
"They are produced for sexuality classes, 
but they are erotic and have lovemaking 
in [hem.~ 
Mondin says he checked with the 
psychology department before presenting 
the film. and was given full approval. 
"I've had full support from thepsychology 
department," he says. "I've always had 
the full support of the university - 100 
percent. .. 
And he notes the class is consistently 
rated high by the students and the class is 
cons istently filled or overfi lled. He also 
acknowledges that about one student out 
of 70 each semester will drop the class 
because he or she is uncomfortable with 
the material. 
Marketplace of Ideas 
This brings up the ever-present opt ion 
of choice. In this or any university - this 
marketplace of ideas - there are bound 
to be some ideas that are offensive to 
some people. But the ideas and the art are 
available by choice on ly. They are not 
forced upon anyone. 
While the university strives to be a 
good neighbor, its ultimate responsibility 
is to that larger community to which Tom 
Trusky alluded: "the internat ional.trans-
cu ltural. academic community." 
As President Keiser noted, " Popularity 
is not our goal. Academic responsibility 
is." 0 
Curves are attractive, 
but no~ in your 
spine. 
Calcium can help straighten you out! It's true. The 
proper amount of calcium in your diet can help keep 
your bones strong and may accually prevent a p.1inful 
bone disease called osteoporosis. 
What is osteoporosis? 
Osteoporosis is also known as rhe " Briuie Bone 
gening a nutritious, balanced diec, which includes 
plenty of real dairy foods . 
Dairy foods-The # 1 
source for calciwn. 
Disease". This painful and often crippling cond ition arfecrs 
both men and women. However, due to normal hormonal 
changes , it is most common in women over 40. When 
osteoporosis strikes, bones become so thin and brittle thilt they 
break very easily. 
The recommended dierary allowance (RDA ) 
fOf most ix'ople is 800 mg of calcium. But 
mOSt doctors llgrcc that women n('(..J ('\'cn 
more calcium to avoid hormone~rclateJ 
calcium Joss. Studies show thac. betw('en 
[he ages of j') and 50, women nl'Cd as ml/ch 
The key: Keep up your 
calciwn. 
Osteoporosis develops slowly. So slowly. 
in fact, thac it may take years before you 
realize rhat you have it, and then, it's tOO 
late. There is no cure for os.teoporosis. 
But. through proper diet, it may be 
prevented. So. give yourself a break, 
that's easy on your bones. Be sure you're 
6 United Dairymen of Idaho 
as 1500 mg of calcium per (Ia~' . 
What arc some good calcium sources! Dairy 
products arc [he most calcium-rich foods you can 
cat . Here's a s.ampling of the calc ium content of some 
dairy foods: 
FOOD CAlCIUM 
W IiOlEMl l K 1 CUP 191 m/o: 
SKIM MILK 1 CUP }O2 m/o: 
PLAIN LOWFAT YOG URT 1 CU P ,i 1 S m,J.! 
CHEDDAR CHEESE 1 OZ. 104 Illl,: 
SWISSCHEESF. tOZ. 171m,J.! 
Osteoporosis may be prevented if you know the score on 
calcium. So support your bones with [he good nutrition 
of dairy foods and they'll support you. 
Don't be a 
calcitun lose .. : 
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Great Scholars 
Campaign exceeds 
$1 million goal 
20 
ucccssful fo rmula for fu nd-raisi ng: letter.; 
by the ten thousands. phone calls by the 
thous.1.nds. and personal visi ts by the 
hundreds. 
Added toget her, they equal dollars by 
the millions ... SI.020, 150 to be exact 
... fo r the Great Scholars Campaign 
that was begun 1asl March to increase the 
endowments fo r scholarships and the 
libra ry. 
~ I can't begin to emphasize how im-
portant this is for the university." said 
BSU president John Keiser at a press 
conference announcing the conclusion of 
t he campaign. "A t a time when the public 
sector is pinched. it is a clear statement 
that people out there care. The success of 
t he campaign will be vcry reassuring to 
our faculty. students and staff." 
Morethan 1.500 individuals. businesses 
and fo undations cont ributed to the cam-
paign, which was managed by a steering 
committee led by cha irman Tom 
MacGregor, vice-president of the BSU 
Foundation. It was the first campaign 
ever undertaken by the foundation. and 
the fact that it exceeded its 51 million goal 
had MacGregor smiling when the total 
was announced. 
wNever in the history of the foundation 
has so much been done by so many. It is 
certainly indicative that many share our 
belief that Boise is indeed a better plaee to 
live and work becauseofthepresenceofa 
fi rst class institution of higher educat ion, H 
he said. 
MacG regor also had good things 10 
say about BSU Director of Development 
Ben Hancock, who spent long hou rs 
organizing volunteers, ca ll ing on donors 
and orchestrat ing the campaign. 
" Ben's dedication and perscverance 
were critical to the campaign's successfu l 
conclusion. Because of those efforts. 
several new donors are now involved 
with the university. " 
The campaign began. said MacGregor, 
because BSU nceds additional scholar-
ships 10 offer to highly qualified Idaho 
students who might o therwise leave the 
state 10 allend college. T he foundation 
also wanted to raise fu nds to strengthen 
t he library, which is the academic heart of 
the inst itut ion, he add ed. 
The money raised from the Great 
Scholars campaign will be used in a 
varicty of ways . Somc of it is rest ricted by 
donors to specific sc holarships or specific 
academic departments. Funds earmar kcd 
fo r the library will go toward purchasing 
a new computer catalog system, pro-
cessing the Frank Church papers, and 
addi ng to the book collection. 
In almost all cases. the money will be 
placed in endowments, and only t he 
interest from those will be spent. By 
keeping the principal intact. donations 
will generate income forever. Hancock 
explained. 0 
Contributors to the 
Great Scholars Campaign 
Foundation Trustees ....... 5141.000 
Alumni ................ . 
Facuity/Staff ........... . 
Business/Corporations ...• 
Individuals , .. . .. "., .. . . 
Foundations/ Associations .. 
Anonymous .. . . . . . .. ,',. 
Tota l: 
162,000 
25,000 
213,750 
306,400 
122,000 
50,000 
51.020,150 
Great Scholars Campaign results in new funds 
New Funds 
Created as of Dec. 2, 1985 
Gottenburg History Scholarship 
Keppler Birds of Prey Scholarship 
Trustee Scholarship 
All-University Scholarship 
Ansotegui/ Fereday Memorial 
Scholarship 
BSU Wives & Women/Pal Bullington 
Scholarship 
Rosemary Bleymaier Scholarship 
Britt Bowden Memorial Scholarship 
A va C. Brink Memorial Scholarship 
Eugene &. Lois Chaffee Scholarship 
Vidor Duke/ Diet Center, Inc 
Scholarship 
Helen McCarthy Memorial Scholarship 
A very Peterson Memorial Scholarship 
Cindy Stewart Music Stholarship 
Gerald &. Eunice Wallace Scholarship 
Campaign receives 
four large gifts 
A mong the thousands of donors who pa rticipated in the Great Scholars Campaign were two cor-
porations, one individual. and an anony-
mous donor who each gave $50,000 or 
more for scholarships. 
Idaho Bank & Trust and the H em ing-
way Foundation began the campaign in 
March with a $50.000 gift that was 
com bined with another $50,000 from an 
anonymous donor. Their $100,000 total 
was offered as matching funds to 
encourage BS U alumni to donate to 
scholarships. 
In October Luella Glasgow Hendryx 
announced a gift of $75,000 to create the 
scholarship endowment for students in 
management. especially the management 
of technology. The scholarship will be 
named after Mrs. Hendryx and her late 
husband Odus, who operated a tire dis-
tributorship in Boise from 1932-59 and 
was active in several area social and civic 
organizations. 
In November Morrison Knudsen Com-
pany donated $50,000 to establish a 
scho larship in memory of William 
McMurren, who was the chief executive 
officer of the firm upon his death in 
September. That endowment will be used 
to support scholarships in construction 
management. 0 
Charles C. Chaffee Scholarship 
Van P. Atkins Culinary Arts Scholarship 
Class or '85 Fund 
Decade 40's Fund/Library 
Decade SO's Scholarship Fund 
V derans Scholarship 
Boise Cascade Endowed Collection 
Idaho Power Endowed Collection 
Ore-Ida/ H.J. Heinz EndowedColiediOn 
Beta Alpha Psi Accounting SchoillfShip 
Helen Farrer Memorial Scholarship 
Web Rathbone Memoria] Scholarship 
Odus &. Luella Glasgow Scholarship 
John &. Eleanor Hunl Scholarship 
William McMurren Scholarship 
Presidential Scholarship Fund 
First Interstate Bank Library Equipment 
Fund 
Maude Stephens Memorial Scholarship 
Frank Church Papers Fund 
Idaho Bank &. Trust/Hemingway 
Endowed Coiled ion 
Ada Hatch Charbable Trust 
(Scholarships) 
Ruth Ewy Memoria] Scholarship 
Idaho Business Development Center 
Fund 
Lambuth Presidential Scholarship 
Vennin& Presidential Scholarship 
Coughlin Presidential Scholarship 
Kennevlck Presidential Scholarship 
Otto Power Memorial Mining 
Scholarship 
Florence Banks Memorial Chemistry 
Scholarship Josephine Rychert Scholarship 
Rickard &. Pat Bullington Scholarship 
William &. Rosa Campbell Scholarship 
Richard &. Gloria Gardner Scholarship 
Dwane &. Delores Kern Scholarship 
Bob &. Fred Rice Scholarship 
William &. Martha Leavenon Endowed 
Collection 
Patrick Joseph O'Keefe Scholarship 
Mountain Bell Library Equipment 
Fund 
The 
Right 
Answers 
Knowing the right answers in today's 
complex tax system means savings of 
both money and time. Continuous 
education is required to keep abreast of 
all the new rules and regulations 
something we specialize in. When you 
need to know the right answers, call . . . 
A.J. BALUKOFF & CO. 
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS 
816 West Bannock Street, Suite 301 • 344-7150 • Boise 83702 
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':;',;Y"oim BrOWII:sJJp.f1I'. Stephen Vincent 
Benet's Puli~rize winning play 
of the American Civil War. will be 
performed one night only. Feb. I in the 
Morrison Center Main Hall. 
The play will be used to increase Boise 
S tate University's endowments in the 
name of the late U.S. Senators Len 8 . 
Jordan and Frank Church. 
.. Jolm Brow1/ s Body illustrates how 
critical unity and statesmanship are to the 
solution of political problems." says 
Fred Norman. Morrison eCOler Execu· 
live Director. "Len Jordan and Frank 
Chu rch were from difrerent political 
parties. but they understood that 
message ... 
Through a series of vignettes and nar· 
ralives. the three actors - backed by an 
acappella chorus of 22 - present the 
human dimension of the Civil War. The 
play rev9lv round the Story or John 
Brown, the a bolitmnisl ranatic who led a 
railed raid ~ the Harper 'Ferry armory 
in an effort 10 free the slaves. Each actor 
plays several parts - Union and Rebel 
soldiers, a negro slave, Abraham Li ncoln, 
John Brown, a southern woman, and 
others. 
The Boise State production will employ 
photographs from the Civil War projected 
behind I he actors to enhance the historical 
atmosphere. 
The play is directed by Fred Norman . 
Frank Heise is technical director. respon-
sible for an estimated 2,OOOlight cues. Pat 
Henderson is musical director and Ted 
Osborne, a recent economics and t heater 
graduate from Stanford University, is 
production coordinator. 
Anorney Carl Burke. campaign man-
for Jordan, are serving 
the event. 
manager 
A $250 donation per ticket will admit 
people to a pre-perfo rmance reception in 
the lobby of the Boise Cascade head-
quarters, the performance itself, and a 
post-performance reception for the cast. 
The goal is to fund each program al lhe 
$500,000 level, Ihe amount needed to 
support an endowed leaching position. 
wThis is truly a bipartisan event devoted 
to the statesmanship these two men ex.em-
plified." said Burke and Campbell. 
" We hope many people will take ad-
vantage of this opportunity (0 attend a 
memorable occasion to honor two of the 
fi nest statesmen in Idaho history," they 
concluded. 0 
f 
.I 
Bob Sims Hope Benedict Dave Taylo r 
2,000 will attend their acting debut 
B ob Sims and Davc Taylor thought thcofferwasa practical joke. Would thcdcan of the School 
of Public Affairs and the vice president 
for student affairs play lead roles in a 
Morrison Cenler extravaganza? Would 
these two non-actors join fcllow non-
actor. Hope Benedict. in a three-pcrson 
play? Would they wal k out on the Main 
Hall stage before 2.000 people (many 
who would pay $250 for a ticket) to act 
and narrate some 2.000 lines each from 
memory? 
Sims' reaction was. " I thought it was 
funny at fi rst. I thought he was kiddi ng. 
When I realized he was serious I was 
terrified." Tay lor had the same response. 
"I thought this was a big put-on," he 
recalls. Sims said he agreed to do the part 
but reasoned. "As soon as he (Fred 
Norman) heard me read I assumed he 
wou ld come to his senses and remove 
me. 
Why is Morrison Center Executive 
GRADUATE TO 
KIMKG'S. 
~ -'Jf' 
~ ' r ~. 
:~;&':!£~:~ 
6n(3~t"'lIoulfvar<l - 80lSe (208) 342·7995 
Director Fred Norman taking threc 
people who havc virtually no acting 
cxpcrience and directing them in what he 
acknowledges is an "cxtremely difficult 
play?" Not only is the play. 101111 8rOIl'I/'s 
Bo(~l'. an arduous task fo r actor and 
director alike. but thc play will kick off 
the university's Hemingway Year and 
serve as a fund raiser for the Frank Church 
and Len B. Jordan endowments. 
"It·s not a risk on my part." says 
Norman. The primary requirement for 
an actor. he says. is sensitivity and intel-
ligencc. "These are three ext remely bright 
people."' he says. " I'm just basically 
guiding them." 
And how did Norman convince thrce 
people to com mit to five months of 
rehearsals - five evenings a week plus 
Satu rdays - and the terri fyi ng prospect 
of performing before hu nd reds? 
Says Norman. " I basically took each of 
them to lunch and told them. 'ifyou think 
you can do it. I want you in the play.' .. 
All th ree say they were attracted to the 
play because of its intellect ual substance. 
although none had read the play before 
Norman gave them each copies. 
Taylor says he was int erestcd in 
working with Fred and was challenged by 
"the mental discipline of trying to learn 
so me lincs." Some lines is a bit of an 
understatement. Norman not es that the 
play is usually donc as a reader's theater 
- the actors sim ply reading from the 
script - because of the extensive memoriz-
ing required. "It ·s a difficult show." says 
Norman. "We're talking about 2.000 lines 
each." 
Norman will no doubt be com pari ng it 
to the firs l production he saw of 101m 
BrOll'1I s Body. It was the origi nal produc-
tion. with acti ng greals Tyrone I'ower. 
Raymond Massey and J udith Anderson, 
directed by Charles Laughton. Norman 
was 18. '" It touched me." says Norman. 
"It·s truly been a part of me for 20 years." 
T wenty years from now Bob Sims. 
Dave Taylor and Hope Benedict will no 
doubt feel the same way. 0 
With Hospitality & Personality 
FEATURING 
DEE ANDERSON 
& MARIAH 
IN VICTORS 
344-7971 
1025 So. Capitol Blvd. 
(Across From B.S.U.) 
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Chains 
Fashion and the rites of passage 
by Jill Cooper 
BSU Neil's Service 
F ashion models of the Eighties march down runways from Paris to Los Angeles. leaving perfumed trails of spicy Giorgio. 
but rarely smiles. 
Today's military styles of camouflage 
and epaulets worn by these somber 
women heralds the aggressive image of 
the new woman. contends Phoeby 
Lundy, history professor al Boise State 
University. 
Lundy firs t studied fashion. and its 
effect on the lives of women. three years 
ago when she helped coordinate a costume 
display fortheopcning ofthe new wing of 
the Idaho HislOrical Society. 
~Clothes mark the files of passage in 
women's lives." she said. referring to 
graduation finery. bridal gowns and dress-
ing for successful job interviews. "For 
upwardly mobile women. clothes are a 
part of the packaging. 
Until the French Revolution in the late 
18th Centu ry. men flaunted their wealth 
and status by wea ring satin suits and 
powdered wigs. After the revolution the 
new bourgeois worked and could not 
spend the day wrapped in pale green silks 
and delicate Brussels lace. To display 
their success to the world they turned to 
their women. decorating them with 
elaborate fashions and flashy jewels. 
Thus wives became ornaments and 
stat us symbols fo r men. Apparently many 
women did not object to this adornation. 
Yet "the gift of clothes is a power play; it 
says 'I am so good to you, now you be 
good to me' .. Lundy said. 
"In our lives we have been laced . 
hooped and hobbled." she said. "Our 
stride has been limited by tight skirts: our 
waists have been cinched into bone 
bodices: and our feet squeezed into 
wobbly, high-heel shoes."" The results of 
these high fashio ns have included respira-
tory diseases. back problems, bunions. 
torn ligaments. fragility. Some women 
even resorted to removinga couple of ribs 
to reduce their waistlines according to 
Lundy. 
Working women could not afford to 
be sick with "t he vapou rs."" immobile 
with bustles or risk atrophied back 
muscles caused by stiff corsets. They did not lace-up as tightly as 
the upper classes, earning the title "loose women," from their 
"straight·laced" sisters Lundy e;.::plained. 
After World Wa r I a freedom in fashion emerged. By the 
early Twenties beaded and bouncing nappers kicked up their 
stubby heels to the Black Bottom. Unencumbered by long 
multi· layered skirts and tight bodices, they played tennis, 
croquet and other SpOrts previously not considered acceptable 
for women. 
According to Lundy, it was no coincidence that this was 
when women received the right to vote. "Women of the 
Twenties were encouraged by men to be nippant to distract 
them from the seriousness of voting. Women were more to be 
looked at than listened to. More seen than heard," she said. 
Currently, women arc in transit from the role of being 
pleasant to look at. to earning an equal place in the work force. 
The Dress for Success syndrome em phasizes the anxiety women 
are experiencing. Lundy said. 
"As women move into more responsible jobs in business we 
have adopted a female version of the men's suit and then use 
jewelry or shoes to cover OUT anxiety and show that we are still 
feminine. We dress OUT ambitions forcorporate goals with suits 
and Oxford shirts then turn around and address our anxieties 
with high heel shoes." 
Models lum/shed by the John Robert Powers School 01 Modeling 01 Idaho. 
From the fashion advertisements of today Lundy predicts 
that we are moving toward confusion. The layered look covers 
up women's feelings of anger and frustration. "It would take an 
archeological expedition to uncover those layers. We hide who 
we are by the clothes we wear." she explained. "T he mean 
looking fashion with studs, chains and camounage nirts with an 
admiration faT totalitarianism, fascism and military power that 
is dominated by men." 
In her book, "T he Language of Clothes" published by 
Vintage Books, Alison Lurie documents attempts to limit 
female mobility through customs such as foot·binding by 
Chinese and hanging heavy bangles around the legs of African 
women. The tight skirts and high-heeled shoes seen on the 
streets of many American cities today also effectively restrict 
women's mobility and, writes Lurie, "makes su re thai once a 
woman is caught she cannot run away. and even if she stays 
around she cannot keep up with men. The career woman who 
wears these clothes is announcing to the world that she is willing 
to be handicapped in relation to men, and men reward her by 
finding both her and her clothes att ractive." 
Lundy concurred. "No fashion image, no matter how serious 
it looks, how professional it looks, can overcome inequality for 
women. We must stop being 'to look at' and make our presence 
felt in political arenas, ~ she said. 0 
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Boise State University 
Special Events in Honor 
of Ernest Hemingway 
Throughout 1986 8oi5e Slate Unive rsity will pr<!$t'nt a broad spe<.:lrum of speo:ial 
tVenls-fiIlT\5, talks, dramas, concerts, work.!I1op:s_in honor of author Ernest Hem· 
ingway who died in Idaho a quarter century ago. In addition to these programs. a 
building will be dedicated on campus which will be idenHfied as ,lie Hemingway 
Ce nter for Western Studies" and a new publication series concerned with the wisdom 
encoded in the Western American experience will be started. 
The year's events. both on campus and beyond, will be organized seasonaUy. Look· 
ing al the ;$'!Iues .aiRd by Hemingway's life and works is a staggeringly broad task . 
Arranging events s.easonally provides a framework 10 helle. comprehend Ihe nature 
of Hemingway's Ca reer as a wrlle •. It also provides a link between the "seasons" of 
this great figure's Iile and Ihe cyde of .se~sons in this td~ho he loved. 
There arl! many ways to honor the work Of a great artist like Hemingway. This 
year simply represents a start. We oope that thl! ideas in his books about maintaining 
grace under pressure . of ~ing opportunities to eXl!rdse cou rage and conscience in 
everyday living and countless others will provide in~ration ilnd edification for ~ears 
to come. 
The following schedule 01 special events is still evolving. Please call Norm Weins-
tein , Special Events Coordinator lor The Hemingwa~ Year. ill 385-1575 Monday 
thro ugh Friday Irom 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. lor further information. A call to the Office of 
Universi ty Relations at 38:>-1577 during the same hours will also provide informa· 
tion. And be certain to check tile pases 01 The IdahoSlatesman lor more of the same. 
All eve nts a re open to the public and almosl all are Ir~ of charge . 
SPRING SCHEDULE 
FEBRUARY I A benefit performance of Stephen Benefs poetic drama 
8 p.m .. Morrison Center of America·s soul under fire. John Brown·, Body, directed 
by Fred Norman. Proceeds will benefit the Jordan and 
Church endowments . 
FEBRUARY 3, 4, 5 
Studen t Union 
Special EvenlS Center 
FEBRUARY 19 
8 p.m., Morrison Center. 
Stage II 
MARCH I 
Student Union Ballroom, 
8 p.m. 
MARCH 5·6 
Student Union Bldg. 
Morning & evening 
Several speakers, including arms negotiator Paul Wanke, 
will be leatured at the annual Frank Church Public Af· 
fairs Conferen~. The topic is ··Responding to Re volution 
at Home and Abroad:· 
Erv Johnson·s one-man drama, E. Hemin(/l'lay. A tour de 
force of Hemingwa~ in all of his guises and disgui5e5 . 
Internationall~ acclaimed jazz bassist and composer 
Charlie Hade n will perform and talk about the roots of 
his music in tile music of the Spanish Civil War. 
A two-da~ conferern:e on ·'Hemingway"s Vision of War 
and Reconciliation·· will be held. Featured speakers will 
inctude literary critics Leslie Fiedler. Ann Putnam. Richard 
Ardingl!r, James Nagel. and feminist critic Linda MiI1er. 
Also prt:Sl!nting talks will be psycholo~ Robert Sardella. 
visual artist Frenrese Torres, conservative iournalisl Lor· 
rin Phillipson and t. Benyukh and Eugene Z~kov 01 the 
U.S.S.R. Embassy in Washington, D.C. Mu$ical entertain. 
ment will be provided by folksingers RoIIaIie Sorrel$, Nan· 
d Griffith. and Ed Balchowsky. veteran 01 till! Spanish 
Civil Wv. There will also be a showingol till! award win· 
ning documentary film about American volunteers in the 
S~nish Civil War. ''TIle Good fight:· 
MARCH 8 Alro-Cuban ja.u: coocert with Bonchinclll!. Sealtle·s 
Student Union Ballroom, oUl$tanding Salsa band. 
B p.m. 
APRIL 2, 9, 16, 23, 
30 
Student Union Bldg., Ada 
Lounge. 7 p.m. 
APRIL 4·5 
Times and places to be 
annouoced 
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An Ernest Hemingwa~ Film Festival-live weeks 01 rna· 
jor films based upon the works of Erne st Hemlngwa~. 
On April 2: The Sun Also Rises and Hemingway"! Adven· 
tures of a Young Mlfn 
On April 9; Till! Old Man lfnd IIII! Sea and Islands in rill! 
Stt"l!am 
On April 16: A Flft"l!wel/ to Arms and Till! Killen 
On April 23: TheSnows of Kilimanjaro and To Have afld 
Have NQ/ 
On April 30: Till! Sp.anish urlh 
Educator / Journalist/Akido Tea<:her George Leonard 
presenl$ a two day workshop on ··Hemingwa~ and the 
Quest lor Wholl!ness Trnough Ph~sicaJ Challengl!:· 
APRIL 10 
SUB Ballroom 
Time to Ill! announced 
APRIL 16 
Time and place to Ill! 
announced 
MAY 14 
Time and place to Ill! 
announ~d 
A conference on ""Public Trost and Journalistic Conscience 
in Print and fJe(tronic Journalism·' with keynote speakl!r 
Geoffrey Stokes. author and Village Voice columnist. 
Other speakers will be announced. 
Ph~siologist Jack Wilmore will present a talk on "The Life 
01 the ~~ Ouring Ph~siclfl Training for Peak Perlor· 
mance 
Raplor biologist Tom Cade presents a program on ·"The 
Wo rld 01 BirdS 01 Pre~:· 
SUMMER SCHEDULE 
JUNE II 
Sun Valley. Idaho 
Exact pla~ and time 10 
he announced 
JUNE 24·25 
Time and place to be 
annou~d 
JULY 8, 15,22,29, 
Aug. 5, 12 
Boise Senior Cl!nter, 690 
Robbi ns Rd .• Boise. Call 
34:>-9921 for lurther 
information. 
A hike through Hemingway"s lavoriterountry with author 
Ja<:k Hemingwa y. 
A two da~ workshop for educators on ·"Teaching Com· 
position Through Reading Hemingwa~:· with Brooke 
Workman. 
A six week course with an interdisciplinary focus on 
""Hemingway· Sources 01 Inspiration'· open to an~one S5 
~I!ars old or better taught by Nann Weinstein. 
FALL SCHEDULE 
SEPTEMBER 17 
Student Union Ballroom 
Time to be announced 
SEPTEMBER 22 
Student Union Bldg. 
Ada Lounge. 7 p.m. 
SEPTEMBER 24 
Student Union Ballroom 
Time to be annoullC/!d 
OCTOBER 1,8, 15, 
22, 29 
Student Union Bldg .. 
Ada Lounge, 7 p.m. 
OCTOBER 809 
Morrison Center 
Times to be anllounced 
A conference on ··Countering the Tact ics 01 Political Ex· 
tremists·' with speakers to be announced. 
A talk on the fate 01 the Basque children I!xhiJed Irom 
Guernica during the Spanish Civil War b~ Basque sct.olar 
and author Doroth~ legarrelta. 
A con lerence on "Rambling Thoughts on the Business of 
Selling Uterature:· with speakers to be a nno unced. 
A live week Western American Film Festival e~ploring 
the mytllll ~nd realities. values and paradoxes in Western 
Americana. Look lor ~ detailed schedule 01 films to be 
available In Septl!mber. 
The Mvia Benetiz Dance Company o f Santa Fe will pr/!< 
sent dan~ concerl$ and workshops In traditional and 
modern Spanish dance. 
WINTER SCHEDULE 
NOVEMBER 5 
Student Union Bldg .. 
Ada Lounge. 7:30 p.m. 
NOVEMBER 14 
Student Union Ballroom 
Time to be announced 
DECEMBER 2 
Time and piaCI! to be 
announced 
DECEMBER 9 
Time and pla~ to be 
announced 
Storyteller Merna Hecht 01 the SeatUe Public Library 
presents a storytelling workshop on ··Warriors Who 
Tran~nd Deleat:· 
Nurse/Antrnopologist Madeleine Leininger prl!scnl$ a 
workshop on ""Caring for the Uvinlland Dying in Different 
Cultures:· 
Depth psychologist and author James HiI1man will pre-
sent a talk on ··Hemingwa~·s Altitude Toward Aging In 
His later fiction:· 
Hemingway·s friends from Idaho talk about their favorite 
times with Ernest. 
Business courses reach community 
S pedal professio nal business courses offered at BSU have tripled over the past year as those classes have 
been brought together into the university's 
Center for Management Development . 
The center, created just a year ago to 
lie business offerings to the community 
into one unil , is directed by Stewart 
Tubbs. associate dean of the College of 
Business. 
Tubbs. who notes that aboul 800 people 
attended the daytime and professiona l 
development program short business 
classes during 1985. views the center as 
responding to professional needs. 
"There is a real need, a demand , for 
professional business training not associ-
ated with the goal of obtaininga degree, H 
he said. 
Tubbs. who came to BS U over two 
years ago fro m the General MOlors Insti-
tute. sees a great opportunity for business 
course expansion here. 
~There is a concen!ration of companies 
with corporate headquarters in the Boise 
a rea. When I started talking with those 
company executives, at least 80 percen! 
of them said they wanted some level of 
professional training that was non-degree. 
Many have one or more degress and 
don't want to make another two-year 
commitment. 
The new business educalion thrust, 
Tubbs said, has resulted in a tripling of 
the college's offerings in three a reas: 
professional development programs. day-
t ime short courses and the Program for 
Mangement Development. 
Evening short courses range from 
Int roduction to Microcomputing and 
Law for Managers to How to Des ign and 
Write a Marketing Plan and Effecti ve 
Management of People. 
Daytime short courses. lasting from 
one to three days, are all new this year 
and include curren! busi ness topics like 
Assertiveness Mangemen!, Management 
Skills for Women, Managing Warehouse 
Operations. and Essentials of Purchasing. 
The college's in-residence Program for 
Management Development wi ll be con-
ducted for the second time June 16-27 at 
Bogus Basin's Pioneer Lodge. 
The two-week seminar is des igned to 
develop high potential managers for their 
future career responsibilities, Tubbs said . 
Featuring such prestigious returning 
speakers as David Bradford from Stan-
ford Univers ity's School of Business and 
Tony Hai n of General Motors Strategic 
Planning Staff, the two-week program 
will also be favo red with new guest 
consultants Thomas Plas kett . senior vice-
president of American Airlines. and J ohn 
Roberts. dean oflhe Wayne Slate Un iver-
sity Law School. 
and Stanford universities, as well as from 
what Tubbs calls. "some of the nation's 
mo sl successful growth ori e nt ed 
corporat ions ... 
In putting logether the first Manage-
ment Development Program last year, 
Tubbs spent one year working closely 
with area corporat e representatives to 
match their professional needs. 
Last summer. J2 managers from prom i-
nent a rea firms joined other Northwest 
executives to hear leaders from Harvard 
" I I is the com panies who provide these 
opportunities fo r their executives," he 
sa id . "It's better to get them out of town. 
away from telephones. away from 
pro blems. They know it's excellent to 
have re presen!alives from different com-
panies interacting with olhers with varying 
problems."o 
, 
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Want A Good Job 
Trained bank tellers are in demand. Be employable at a GOOD SALARY 
after o nly FOUR WEEKS TRAIN ING. You wi ll enjoy worki ng BANKER'S 
HOURS in an important job and have a SKILL you can alwa ys use. 
Excellent Placement Assistance Upon Graduation 
CALL TODAY 336-1333 til TEllEr TriIir*lg InstitutEs. Inc. 
1471 Shoreline Dr. _ Boise, ID 83702 - (208) 336-1333 
The not-so-trivial quiz on a not-50-trivial 
subject- • your Income 
-~---------- -----, Richard A. Thompson, RHU 
Please 5eI'ld me inloflmtoonaDOut)'OU! I DISTRICT SALES MANAGER 
Disability Income Plan. I 
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Will Elliott jumped 
from court to choir 
28 
, 
Will Power 
By.lohll Lirbl'lllhal 
P ictureatcnsecrowdofbask-etball fa ns cheering as the clock runs down. 10. 9. 8 ... It 's 1953 and the Uni-versi t y of Wa shington 
Huskies strai n every muscle to hold their 
!ead in a national playoff game. T he clock 
reaches zero, the buzzer blares, and 
Huskies fans storm onto the court to 
congratulate five exhausted but elated 
players. a mong them Will Elliott. 
Who would have imagined. setting 
their watches forward 32 years. the same 
Will Elliott as music chairman at BS U 
calm and deep in concentration. 
conducting the Mei ste rsi ngers In a 
reverent performance of sacred Ren-
aissance music? 
Ell iott recently went back in time. 
returning to Seattle as he and O!her team 
members were reunited to be inducted 
into the University of Washington's hall 
of fame. 
Beinga hal l o f fame nominee demands 
a n outstandi ng contribution to university 
athletics and academic excellence. 
Prior to leaving for Seattle. Elliott 
commented on what was memorable 
about being a Huskie right guard. " I 
think probably just being a part of this 
unique group there were seven of 
us who played through from freshman all 
the way to senior year. So it was a really 
close team: some say it's 1 he best the 
University of Washington every had. I 
don', know. but we were 30-3. won the 
Pacific Coast Conference and took th ird 
place in the nationals in our senior year.·· 
Elliott recalls the final ga me of the 
playoffs and some of the promising play-
ers involved: "We beat Louisiana State 
for th ird place. Bob Pel it. who became 
one of the all time great pro basketball 
players. played for them. We had one 
man who later played professional bas ket-
ball and was an all-American for us. Bob 
Houbregs, the famous hook shooter; he 
was basically the first and probably one 
of the best. Joe Cipriano was on our 
team ... he became head basketball 
coach for the University of Idaho for a 
couple of years and then we'nt on the 
Nebraska ... 
Elliott grew up in Oregon near Port-
land and went to high school in Klamath 
Falls. where he met his wife of 35 years. 
Catherine. who also teaches music at 
BSU. He chose UW as his alma mater in 
1949 in pursuit of Catherine. who had 
enrolled there a year earlier. Says Elliott. 
" ... that's the only reason I went. 
because she was going." 
Already a music majo r. Elliott set his 
sights on a baseball scholarship. but tried 
out for the basketball team "10 get 
acquainted with the athletic department 
while waiting for baseball season. 1 hadn't 
planned on playing college basketball." 
Elliol! made both teams, but later 
dropped baseball and remained on the 
basketball team. He graduated in 1954 
and went on to graduate study at Central 
Washington University at Ellensburg. 
The demands of athletics and music 
lead him to a turning point upon 
graduating, " I couldn't decide whether to 
go into coaching or teaching. I had some 
coaching possibilities. but decided that I 
majored in music, so that's what 1 should 
go into." 
In 1969 Elliott began teaching voice at 
BSU and became the department chair-
man the next year. He believes his in-
volvement in sports has enriched his 
musical performance and teachingability. 
"Activities of alhlelics and music are 
very complimentary to each other. People 
always ask. 'Wasn't it rather strange 
being a music major and a basketball 
player?' and I say 'Well I don't feel it's 
strange al all.' The requirements of dis-
cipline, coordination, involvement, team-
work. everything; the two might seem 
different, but they're very much the 
same 
Catherine and Will Elliott's two older 
children are perpetuating the sports! 
music legacy. Elaine, their only daughter 
is in the athletic hall offame al BSU, and 
is now head basketball coach at the 
University of Utah, and Michael. their 
oldest so n teaches music at Salem 
Oregon. Thei r you nger son Steven is a 
financ ial analyst for Morrison-Knudsen 
here in Boise. 
Elliott reflects on his achievements at 
BSU. which he lists as "Development of 
the Meislersingers into the quality choir 
that it is. and the part that I played in 
working wit h everyo ne else who helped 
develop the Morrison Center, as well as 
the growth of the department for the past 
16 years. Anyth ing that you can take 
from relative infancy and be able 10 help 
it grow is a very exciting thing."o 
VISIT INCREDIBLE CHINA 
Experience The 2000 Year Old Land Of Mystery 
GLOBAL 
TRAVEL 
16 DAY ITINERARY 
SIIANGHAI. XI'AN. HI::IJING. 
GUluN. GUANGZHOU PL US 
HONG KONG 
ONLY $2634.00 
338-6000 
Owyhee Plaza Park Center Airport BSU 
Meridian Mln. Home Nampa Karcher Mall Pocatello 
Idaho: 1-800·223·6621 Nationwide: 1·800·336.()236 
Dust Problem?? 
Your Solution 
FACSCorp. 
We can 't h e lp with 
your clean ing ... but 
we do have dust covers 
for computers 
a nd printers 
fo r Forms, Accessories, Computer Supplies 
518 S. 9th Street 344-7997 
We help 
growing 
businesses 
grow. 
For information co ntact: 
Korri Hall. Accounting Services 
J erry Bartels, Audit 
Ken Hooper, Lit igat ion and Business Support 
Terry Ivey, Tax 
FIRST INTERSTATE BA NK BUILDING 
WEST IOAIIO SUIT[ 707 BOISt:. IDAHO 83702 (2OS) 344·2527 
GrantThomton • 
Accountants and Management Consultants 
(Formerly Alexander Grant & Company) 
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ATHLETICS 
Bobble Olson. academic 
advisor. reCently published her 
artiCle "The Female Academic 
Advisor: Women Advising Men" in 
the March issue 01 The Academic 
Advisor. 
BUSINESS 
Tom Stitzel recently completed 
a term on the Board 01 Directors 
of the Western Association of 
Collegia te SChools of Business. At 
the anrlual meetirlg in Las Vegas 
he presented: "Faculty Recruiting: 
An Art or SCience?" 
SOCIOLOGY 
Jane Foraker-Thomp.on taught 
an eight-week seminar at the 
Boise YWCA locusing on se~-role 
stereotyping titled. 
"Empowerment of Women." 
Michael Blain has assumed 
presidency of the Idaho 
Sociotogical Association. 
Anthony Walsh, Marie Janel, 
Richard Baker and Michael Blain 
presented papers at the IdahO 
Sociological Association's annual 
meellng in Pocatello. Blain will 
present his paper. "Problems 01 
the Nuclear Age" to the American 
Associa tion 01 SCience at its June 
meeting in Vancouver, B.C. 
COMMUNITY AND 
ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH 
Elaine M. Long present!!d two 
papers at the annual meeting of 
the American Dietetic Association 
in New Orleans titled, "Good lor 
You: A Cooperative Nutrition 
Education Project in a University 
Child Care Center" and 
"Improving the SChool Lunch 
Menu on a Sta tewide Basis for 
Healthier Eating." 
EDUCATION 
Phylll. Edmund. on addressed 
administra tors of Idaho Falls 
District 1191 and teachers in the 
Blackfoot School District 1155 on 
effective instruction. She served 
on a panel at the Partners in 
Education workshop In Pocatello 
discussing teacher evaluation afld 
presented an in-service workshop 
Ofl using learning cycles to 
promote higher level thinking to 
the Borah High School faculty. 
Linda Herrig, Phylil l 
Edmundl on and Darrel Burbank 
are assist ing Meridian School 
District 112 develop an 
instructional model. 
W,nd,n w. It, participa ted as a 
l ield reader to review l ederal grant 
applications lor the Bureau of the 
Education lor the Handicapped. 
WIlliam Klrtllnd presented 
workshops about two-charac ter 
30 
play reading to teaChers at the 
Idaho CounCil 01 International 
Readiflg Association Conlerence 
in Post Falls. He also gave a 
comprehension workshop to the 
Whitney Elementary SChool stall. 
E. COlton Frederick presented 
workshops in schema theory 
application at the Idaho Council 
01 International Reading 
Association Conference in Post 
Falls. He will give a three-hour 
workshop on etymOlogy at the 
annual convention ifl Philadelphia 
in April. tn October he gave a 
presentation on etymology to the 
Wranglers. a group of Boise 
professionals. 
Marly Most , a graduate in the 
Department of Teacher Education 
has been selected the Idaho 
Speech Arts Teacher olthe Year 
lor 1985/86. For the past seven 
years he has taugh t at Weiser 
High School 
Robert Rllson has been elected 
president-elect to the Western 
College Men'S Physical Education 
Society. 
ENGLISH 
Chari es Gulltord discussed 
" Interpretive Readings from 
'Cantos'," allhe Ezra Pound 
Centennial Conference in Halley. 
Charte. D. vl l gave a paper lor 
the Rocky Mountain Modern 
Language Association in Provo, 
Utah titled, "By a Different 
Slaircase: Narrative Strategy in 
Northanger Abbey.-
Robert Paplnchak spoke to the 
Women Writers Network In 
London in conjunction with his 
Studies Abroad cOurse in travel 
writing. His poem. "Recovering 
On The Lawn." is publiShed in the 
current Kansas Quarterly and an 
essay on Washington Irving. "The 
Little Man In BlaCk: The Narrative 
Mode 01 America'S First Short 
Story" has been published In 
Srudies In Short Fiction . 
Drlek Zlrin sk ~ has been elected 
president of the Idaho CounCil 01 
Teachers 01 English and is the 
lour-year college representative to 
the Pacific Northwest Regional 
Conference on Teaching EngliSh 
in the Two-Year College. 
GEOLOGY 
ClaUde Spino .. submined a 
paper titled "The Permian 
Ammonoid Uraloceras in North 
America and lis Global 
Significance" to the national 
meeting of the Geological SOciety 
of America. 
Ellon Bentley presented slides 
01 Steen's Mountain as part of the 
"Getting to Know the High Desert" 
series sponsored by the 
Committee lor Idaho's High 
Desert. 
HISTORY 
Walter Mlszezenko anended a 
conlerence at the University 01 
Washington titled "Gorbachev and 
the Future." As a lollow-up to the 
Reagan·Gorbachev summit he 
discussed "SOviet-American 
Relations: After the Summit" in a 
program at Boise Public Library 
d!!signed to increase public 
awareness of the history and stale 
of SOviet-American relations. 
HONORS 
William Mech was recently 
elected a member 01 the executive 
comminee of the National 
Collegiate Honors Council. 
IDAHO BUSINESS 
DEVELOPMENT CENTER 
18DC Director Ron Hall was 
elected vice-president elect of the 
National Management and 
Technical ASSistance centers at 
the group's annual meetiflg 
conducted in November in 
Washington, D.C. 
PSYCHOLOGY 
Garvin Chastain has had the 
lollowing articles accepted for 
publication: "Word-lo-leUer 
Inhibition: Word-inferiority and 
Other Interference Effects" by 
Memory & Congnilion; "The 
Phonological Route to the Mental 
Lexicon: Some Unconsidered 
Evidence" by The Behavioral and 
Brain Sciences; and "Figure 
Mislocalizations as Predicted from 
Feature Perturbalion Theory"' by 
Canadian Journal of Psychology . 
LIBRARY 
Janet Strong was elected 
president of the Idaho Library 
Association at th!! annual 
conlerence held at BSU in 
October. Adrlen T.~lor Is vice-
president elect and will succeed 
Strong as president in October. 
Terry Madde. Anne Matleka, 
K.therine Ullican, J . net Strong 
and Beverly MIller aUended 
Bibiographic Retrieval Service 
training at SI. Luke's Regional 
Medical center library. Madde 
and Matjeka now train others on 
the BRS system. 
One Crane attended a Western 
Libraries Network workshop on 
serials cataloging at Spokane. 
Wash. 
Janet Strong, Ralph Hanlen, 
Adrian Tlylor, Anne Matjeka and 
Gloria Ol trander anended the 
PNLA meeting in Eugene, Oregon. 
The theme 01 the conference was. 
"Models 01 Excellence." 
MANAGEMENT 
Jamel Kelly has written two 
chapters in The Handbook 01 
Human Resources Administration, 
Second Edition published in 1985 
by McGraw Hill, Inc. '"Minorities 
and the Disadvantaged" and 
'Women, the Handicapped, and 
Older Workers." 
Michael Bixby has been elected 
president of the PaCific Northwest 
Business Law Association, 
NURSING 
Connie Mat&an has co--au thored 
an artiCle. with Brenda Spears of 
the Veterans Administration 
Medical Center on "Simulated 
Cardiopulmonary Arresl - A 
Planned Learning E~perience:' in 
Focus on Critical Care. June, 
1985. 
OFFICE AUTOMATION 
a afbara Egland and Julie Levlll 
were speakers at the Idaho 
Business Education AssociaHon's 
annual conference to promote 
bUSiness education in Idaho at the 
high school. junior college and 
universi ty level. 
PHILOSOPHY 
Two articles by Alan Brinlon will 
appear in forthcoming journal 
Issues: "Ethotic Argument" in the 
History 01 Philosophy Quarterly, 
and "On Viewing Kno wledge as 
Rhetorical" in the Central States 
Speech Journal 
POLITICAL SCIENCE 
Steven 58 l1le will teach two 
courses at London University ne~t 
spring as a visiting professor lor 
the Northwest Interinstitutional 
Co .... ncil on Study Abroad. 
Gary Moncrief was prinCipal 
speaker at the Western Legislative 
Conference in Eugene. Oregon. 
His topic was, "Personnel, 
Political , and Institutional Trends 
in Western State Legisla tures." 
Maria E, chen was appoin ted by 
Governor John Evans to chair the 
Idaho Public Employees 
Retirement System. 
Willard Overgaard participated 
'n a program to increase public 
awareness Of the history and state 
01 Soviet-American relations and 
gave his view 01 "SOviet-American 
Relations: After the Summit." 
Gregory A. Rlymond has had 
twO articles accepted lor 
publication. One will be in a book 
on comparative foreign policy that 
is being published by Allen & 
Unwin. and the other will be in a 
book on transnational relations 
that is being published by the 
Greenwood Press. 
Hall of Fame inducts five 
Five athletes were inducted into Ihe BSU AthletiC Hall 01 Fame lasllall. 
Pictured are Mrs. Dee Pickett, accepting lor her husband; Pat House: 
athletic directOl' Gene Bleymaier, accepting for Doug Scott: president 
John Keiser, Dave Chandler. and John Smith. 
Five new members were inducted into the Boise State Uni versity Athletic Hall of Fame in November. The dist ingu ished group of 1985 inductees includes 
former football standouts Doug Scott, John Smith , and Dee 
Pickett, al ong with wrestler Dave Chandler and baseball 
player Pal House. 
Doug Scott, a standout defensive lackie, earned First Team 
Associated Press All-American honors in 197910 close out a 
f ine four-year campaign with the Broncos. He has 32S career 
tackles to his credit, ranking him th ird on the Broncos all-
time charts, A fi rst round draft pick in 1979, Scoll has enjoyed 
a successful stint in the CFL with the Montreal Alouelles. In 
1984 he added "All-Pro" honors to his list of athletic 
achievements. 
John Smith , a star runni ng back fo r BSU, completed from 
1972-75. In 1975 he earned both First Team Kodak AII-
American and Honorable Mention Associated Press AII-
Amer ican honors. He was third round draft pick 01 the Dallas 
Cowboys in 1975. Smith still holds a number of BSU all-time 
performance records. 
Dee Picket played quarterback for the BSU football team 
during the 1976 and 1977 campaigns. He played in nine 
games as a sophomore and in eight games as a junior before 
hanging up his jersey to devote full attent ion to his rodeo 
career. Down the stretch it all paid off for the Caldwell native , 
who earned the title o f the Professional Rodeo Cowboys 
Association's 1984 All-Around Champion of the World . 
Pickett also claimed the world tille in team roping and was the 
1984 national f inals calf roping average winner. 
Dave Chandler was the first Bronco Wrestler in BSU 
history to win four consec utive Big Sky Championships. 
Competing for the Broncos from 1972-75, Chand ler was 
twice voted the Big Sky's Outstanding Wrestler, In 1975, he 
capped his career with 5th place individual finish in the 
NCAA National Wrestl ing Championships, 
Pat House played baseball for Boise Junior College , 
earning JC All-American Honors as a pitcher in 1960. He 
competed forthe Broncos during the 195,9and 1960 season s. 
Hissophomore year he led the team toa 5th place finish in the 
National Junior COllege Wo rld Series. After leaving BJC, 
House went on to graduate from Wyoming in 1962. He signed 
with the Braves right out of college and logged ten years 
playing pro baseball , including the 1967 and 1968 seasons 
with the Houston Astros, 0 
Jobs & Promotions 
G,eg Stutlman ~BS, PE. '85) is 
teaching and coaching at Notus 
Jr. High School. 
Stephen Wil son (8S, Business) 
has been named d istrict manager 
lor Encyclopedia Britannica 
Rod Malone (BA, Social 
Science, '85) is teaching various 
classes in Valley Scnaol District. 
Barbara Montgomery (BJC) is 
currently serving as the Eagle city 
Clerk, 
Ca,oI D,Un. ('85) is teaching 
third g rade and coaching 
yolleyball with Notus School 
District. 
Doug Davldlon (BA. Business) 
has opened his own bUSiness in 
Moscow called E~-Sightmen t 
Optical, 
Gary Keeth (SA, English. 
secondary education, '81) has 
been promoted to Team 
Leader/ Program Director of the 
Veterans Administralion's Vietnam 
Veterans OutreaCh Program (Vet 
Center) In Sioux Ci ty, Iowa. 
Amy Lynn (SA, Elem. Ed.) is 
presently teaching fourth grade 
with the Plummer $chool District. 
Nelson Gourley is now the 
branch manager of First Federal 
savings of Post Falls. 
Dawn BalbfflY was recently 
selected as the Chapter 1 teaCher 
for the Notus School District. 
Vicky SaUetd-Dulilln has been 
promoted to operations officer tor 
First Securi ty Bank In lewiston. 
Holly Hollenbeck (Elem. Ed,) is 
currently serving as a new first 
grade teacher at Wendell 
Elementary. 
Ronald Wanace (,8S) ;s working 
with Rocky Mountain Banknote 
Co. o! Boise. 
Lynn Flaming (BA) is teaching 
second grade at Marsing 
Elementary . 
Oennl. Waller (MA, Educ., '85) 
is Di rec tor o ! Forensics and a 
pro fessor in communications at 
Northwest Nazarene College. 
Vanella Gilia (Elem, Ed.lSpec. 
Ed.) Is teaching in the Chapter 1 
program at New Plymouth 
Elementary. 
Anne Gra .. ('75) has been 
promoted to vice-presiden t at 
Black and Company Inc. o ! 
Portland. 
Tim Bunn (MAl is returning to 
the Marsing School District to 
teach Spanish, his tory and career 
classes. 
Michael Clark (MA, Art. '85) has 
opened an art studio in 
Kemmerer, Wyoming. 
Catherine Prlseella (BA) 15 
teaching fi rst grade at New 
Plymouth Elementary. 
David Higginson has been 
promoted to manager 01 the 
Craigmont oll ice 01 First Securi ty 
Bank 01 Idaho. 
John Cline is the new Chapter 1 
.esource teacher for Marsing 
Elementary. 
Oean Smith (Cert .. '85) is 
current ly working lor Todd's 
Intertherm Mobile Service 01 
Boise, 
Janet John.on (BA, Elem. Ed .) 
is teaching fourth grade at 
PayeUe's Westside School. 
Richard Rojn (Mech .. '851 is 
working 10' DeMark Auto Repair 
as a mechanic. 
Shirley Beul is presently 
working for Payette High as the 
librarian. 
Jerry Twedt (Nursing) has been 
appoin ted stal1 deve lopment 
coordinator for Cascade Care 
Center in Caldwell. 
Dorothy Hollman is supervisor 
of the second through seventh 
grades at Payette Christian 
Academy. 
v. William Barrell (Comm./Eng .. 
'84) is working as a photographer 
on assignment lor Park Way 
Studios International Inc" 
traveling throughout the U.S, 
N.ney Howell (BA, Elem. Ed.) is 
teaching kindergarten at New 
Plymouth Elementary, 
Laurie Lowe (BA, Elem, Ed.) is 
is working at Bon Appetit 
Gourmet Food as a bookkeeper 
afld computer operator in Boise, 
Cllyton Nellon will begin his 
firs t year teaching at Potlatch as 
the art instrvctor. 
Tro~ BosUan (BA, Comm .. '85) 
is a llight aUendant lo r American 
Ai rlines and is li ving in 
Washington D.C. 
Tlmbra G .. klnl (BA) is 
teach ing art i n the New Plymouth 
$chool Dis trict . 
(Continued on page 32) 
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Graduates earn awards 
T wo Boise Siale graduates and a tormer mathematics teacher al the university have received 1985 PresI-dential Awards for Excellence in Science and Mathematics 
Teaching. 
Elisabeth B. Linney, now teaching al Hillside Junior High. 
and a former part-lime mathematics teacher here, and Irene 
B. Murphy, a leacher 81 Barrow High School, Barrow, Alaska, 
both received nalional awards and Charles W. Bryan, Sr.. a 
teacher at Boise High, won stale recognition from the 
National Science Foundation. 
The three were among 156 teachers presented with the 
awards, which are given In response to a national effort to 
upgrade leaching In mathematics and science. 
Murphy, who received her B.S. degree in mathematics/ 
secondary education in 1972. spoke at the awards ceremony 
in Washington. D.C. 
''I'm a high school dropout." she said , emphasizing that, 
"Education became the key to my future." 
Barrow Is one of eight villages that lie above the Arctic 
Circle. and Murphy's studen ts are predominantly Eskimo. 
"They have lived In a different cultu re." she said. "I have 
learned to respect and appreciate their culture, but they need 
to learn about the Western culture and how to work and 
survive In it. That Is my jOb. I do that through mathematics. 
"When I first arrived - there were few students taking 
mathematics courses above the graduation requirements. I 
told my students they were going to take more. 
" I use positive reinforcement every chance I gel. I lind 
something good to say somehow about something they have 
done. 
"My students are part of my family. They spend many 
evenings and weekends in my home in study sessions. I am 
excited about mathematics. They laugh but get excited too. 
Why does this work? Because I care and my students know I 
care. At first they are working on math just to please me, but 
after a period of time they are working on math because they 
have developed a curiosity about it." 0 
Gordon Phillips: BSU officer 
Gordon G. Phillips, Director of Administrative Services at 
Boise State, died Nov. 26 In a Boise hospi tal of natural 
causes. 
Ph il lips, 58, who received his A.A. degree from BJC in 1949, 
had served in the U.S. Navy duri ng World War II. He later 
graduated from the University of Colorado at Boulder with a 
B.A. in business administration. 
He became the business manager at Boise State in 1964, 
and in 1984 received the BSU Professional Staff Association 
award for 20 years of service to the university. 
During his career at Boise State he supervised property 
sales, as well as registration finances and insurance matters. 
He worked extensively with students on their finanCial 
problems, and served as acting vice president for financial 
allairs for a period of lime. 
He was a member of the First United Methodist Church and 
of the Meridian Masonic Lodge. 
Prior to coming to Boise State, he had worked at Graybar 
Electric Co. lor 13 years. 0 
'Bud' Galey: Contractor 
Frank S. "Bud" Galey, 58, Boise died Nov. 1 of cancer. 
The owner of Galey Construction Co., he was an active 
member of the Associated General Contractors of America, 
serving as presiden t of the Idaho Chapter in 1975, and as a 
national di rector. 
He was a past president and a li fe time member of the 
Bronco Athletic Association, a lifetime member of the BSU 
Pavilion, and a trustee of the BSU Foundation. 0 
l2 
He's cookin' in Dallas 
by Jocelyn Fannin 
BSU News Services 
Van Atk ins presides over 12 kitchens, 26 chefs, 250 cooks and banquetlacilities for 10,000. He is executive chef for Loew's Anatole Hotel, In 
Dallas, the Southwest'S largest . 
Atkins was back in Boise Jan. 22 as the guest speaker for 
the second Idaho Gourmet Extravaganza, a banquet that 
benefits the BSU Culinary Arts program where he received 
his f irst training. 
''I'm doing lust what the Good Lord meant me to do -
cook ing. That's what I do well." Atk ins said. while talking 
about his rise to the top level of his profession . 
" In cooking it doesn't make any difference where you're 
from, what your cotor Is, whether you're male or female , but 
just like a Singer who has to develop his voice , you have to 
develop your cooking talenls," he said. 
That development, launched as he received his food 
technology certi f ication here in 1972. continued as he was 
awarded a $1 ,500 scholarship from the Idaho Chefs de 
Cuisine. now the Idaho State Chefs and Culi narians, Inc. to 
attend the prestigious Culinary Institute of America in Hyde 
Park , N.Y. 
The chefs' organization has seen the Biblical parable , 
"Cast your bread upon the waters - " come to pass, as not 
only did Atk ins pay back the scholarship grant. but he has 
donated an equal amount for culinary arts scholarships for 
the BSU program. 
Atkins' association with the hotel industry began in late 
1974 when. after a stint in the U.S. Navy and work at a Boise 
hotel as chef tournant, he joined Hyatt Hotels. opening the 
Hyatt Regency Dearborn as executive sous chef . later be-
coming chef de cuisine. 
He also served in that posit ion for Orlando's Hyatt Hotel. 
Seattle's Red lion Sea-Tac Hotel and the Skivin Plaza Hotel 
in Oklahoma City. 
(COnIinutd from ~ 31) 
urry Benn." (BeA. M,!'keUng. 
'85) i, (:Ulrenlly M NIOg .. 
mllketing directo r lor JunIor 
A<:h levement of SOulhwHt Idaho. 
~I.n Oonliin (Elam. EdJBI. 
Ling.) I, Ihe n,w thIrd grada 
leaCher . 1 Wilder. 
Chrl. U KOllchwar {BBA. Info. 
5<:1'nc,) I. amp10yed by 
Electronic Oat. Syllem . .. . 
ly.l.m •• nglneer In O,U .. . 
Mark Mom. I. teach ing mUII(: 
from klndergart. n to twelfth grade 
in Potlatch 
Jam.. Thombllf1 (LPN, 
NYrllng. '85) hal been hired by 
lhe V,ltran'l Administration 
Meodica.l Center In 801 .. to worllin 
thlllr new Nuralng Ho ..... Care 
Unit. 
VIeII)' ..... (eA. EJem. Ed ... &&) 
il ItKhing In the Mlnldok. 
County achoOl • .,..ltm. 
Randel HMcty (BBA. Fin.nce. 
'85) h .. ~Itd. poailion with 
EleI;tronk: Oat. Syttemlln Dalla • . 
s..ua Kat"'. (MA. Art Ed .. '85) 
It; t .. ch l"", at OeM rt H igh 5<:hooI 
at Edward, AFa In C.lilaml. 
Marilyn Rngo,.MII (BS. 
e lology, '84) II Mrvlng ... field 
and greenhOl.l .. te<:hn l(:lan wllh 
PI,nl Genetic:. tnc: . In Namp,. 
Steven R"'n I, teaching 
bu, lne .. coura .. at Clark County 
High 5<:hool In Dubol •. Idaho. 
Pam 81mpaon h .. been hired .. 
peraonnel.upervlsor 'or th, 
Camatlon plant In Nampa. 
Tammy Nakamur. ( 83. 
BUSiness) has been promoted to 
loan officer at the Emmett Oflice 
of the Idaho First National aan~ . 
Bill 5<:011 " teach ing history, 
government and coaching at 
Bonnars Farry High School. 
Franlo; Clovl. (SBA. Accounting. 
'76) has 'ormed an accounting 
lirm. Lambert-Clovis & Co" In 
COeur d·Alene. 
"'ndra King hes been hired by 
Ina Meadow, Valley Sc:hooI 
District to teach third gr,de. 
T, mll.lone. (Mechanics. '85) I. 
cl,H'I'enUy worll ing al Nu-LOOII Car 
Wa$h 8$ assi'tant manager. 
Donna . "00 (SA. Elam. Ed .. 
'85) is worlli ng at St. Mark', 
5<:hooI as a science and mllh 
teed'ler. 
D.nIeI 0Im1tHCf (Busi _ , '7. ) 
hal been named mIIntoger of the 
Minl-cassia District office of 
Idaho Power. 
IUcMrd bm (BS. Geology. '82) 
haI,ssumed dU'lies 01 soil 
conservation technician in the 51 
Maries office for SOil 
Conservation. 
OMen Rupp (MBA. '76) i. 
presently an instructor at 
Pittsburg State University In 
IInancia' and managerial 
accounting. 
Ralph King (BA) i. teaehlng 
seventh and eighth grade math, 
1100 serves as football coaCh at 
McCall-Donnelly Junior High. 
" 
"We're responsible for $30 million in food and beverage 
sales per year. Therearen't too many cuisines we don't cover 
he re at the hotel, and our standard is everything fresh - what 
we do as standard is what others do on a good day ," Atkins 
said of the Loew's Anatole kitchens. 
His days are filled, but not wi th cooking. 
"I usually start the day by making rounds through the 
kitchens in a few hours. Then tt's management meetings, 
interviews with apprentices, tasting different foods and 
products." 
Ironically, he very seldom cooks on the job any more, but 
cooks on his day off at home with his wife Betty and two 
children. 
" I do a lot of training sessions with cooks and apprentices, 
and a lot of what I call glad-handing at events - meeting with 
customers, sharing a glass of wine, writing menus with them. 
" I try to run the business just like I run my home. I was 
always taught to use the best, freshest product available, and 
I've always done that. I don't have cans in my home, and we 
don't cook wi th canned goods at the hotel." 
Like his Boise State mentor, Chef Lavar Hoff, Atkins feels, 
"The fi rst part of being a good chef is being a good teacher." 
He is "very active·' in the 60-member apprentice program in 
Dallas, personally supervising 10 three-year app rentices at 
his hotel. 
He cred its his Culina ry Institute SChooling, together with 
management training from Swiss chef Karl Resch for change-
over from cooking to managing cooks. 
" It's a tough transi tion, but I think I've been successful 
because I try always to put myself in the other pe rson's 
place." 
Chefs are shedding stereotyped images of the profession. 
The current interest in health and healthful eating is making 
people aware that chefs are their friends, he said. 
"J find more mutual respect - professional people analyze 
labels and menus. They care about what they're eating," he 
said. 
Terry Amol (BUSiness. "73) was 
named asslSlant vice presidenl 
and commercial loan oll icer for 
Idaho First National Bank in 
Boise. 
Miscellaneous 
Gall Swart recently performed 
al a recital and as a soloist with 
Ihe Grande Ronde Symphony in 
Oregon. 
Veri Wilson Pringle. a t973 
social science graduale. was 
re<:ently presented with a 
Directors Award for Superior 
Accomplishment by Ihe U.S. 
OUice 01 Personnel Management. 
Jlmes Marlman (BS Managemt.. 
·85) Is continuing his studies al 
BSU as a graduate assistant In the 
College of Business. 
Rlchlrd Lane ("84) has been 
commissioned a se<:ond 
lieutenant in the U.S. Air Force. 
Diane Utll. (BS, PsyCh .. ·85) is 
at the University 01 New Mexico in 
Ihe neuroscience graduate 
program. 
Patrlel. CI vi l (BA. SOciology. 
·85) is .ttendirlg graduate school 
at the Ufliversity of Washinglon. 
studying sociology. 
Roblr1 Miller (Criminal Justice. 
'85) re<:ently graduated from 
Ol licer Candidate School and 
received a commission 85 a 
second lieutenant in the Marine 
Corps. 
RiCk Jut t 
(English/Communication "79) was 
among 11 employees honored at 
the annual Idaho Department 01 
Parks and Recreation awards 
banquet recently. Just. who is the 
departmenl 's inlormation chiel, 
received Ille annual Directors 
Award for outstanding 
perlormance. 
Weddings 
Thom .. Manolog and Mell ... 
Gallowl Y (Boise) June 1. 
Ch. rle. K...,e and Karl 
Ey. ngelho (BOise) July 26. 
Bradlord Wood and Michelle 
Dudgeon (Boise) June 29. 
Christopher Allen and Kell~ 
Newby (Boise) June 29. 
Matlhew Rool and Nlney 
Thompaon (BOise) June 29. 
Edward Reisman and Renee 
Ho llOWlY (Boise) May 25. 
Daniel Skogrand and Connie 
S.odllod (Carson City. Nev.) 
July 25. 
Tracy Harm and Margaret Hoene 
(Boise) June 29. 
Wesley Corp and Shell. Roche 
(Boise) July 20. 
Kathleen Harker and Thom .. 
Gwloo (Pocatello) Aug. 17. 
H. lke Bal1l., and Jellrey Golden 
(Twin Falls) Aug. 9. 
Jerry Long and Debbie 81anb ma 
(Boise) Aug. 2. 
Robert Marolf and CKn~ Corder 
(Boise) July 20. 
I 
Before taking the top Loew's position, he worked for Trust 
House Forte Hotels. Excelsio r Division , and was also execu-
tive chef at the Las Vegas Tropicana Hotel and Resort 
Casino. 0 
Daniel Schalleld and Kalherlne 
Dillon (Boise) Aug. 3. 
Richard Wealhers and Paula Dnls 
(Boise) Sept 21 . 
James Hays and Lori Orr (Boise) 
Aug. IO. 
Daniel Stephens and Theresa 
Duke (Boise) Aug. 10. 
Steven Hollington and Diane 
Clemenls (Moscow) Aug. 16. 
Terry Marjonen and Jodi Hancock 
(Boise) Aug. 10. 
Robert Talboy and Cynlhla B.ke. 
(Moscow) Aug. 3. 
Beth Fierstos and Jame. 
Varnadoe Jr. (Gilroy. calif.) 
Aug. 3. 
David Thompson and JoAnn 
Zimmerman (Boise) Aug. 10. 
Gordon Hiatt and Dana FaCkrell 
(BOise) Aug. 3. 
Michael Aubin and Sandra Lorah 
(Mtn. Home) Sept. 7. 
Jolene Brammer and Kurt Laven. 
Aug. 17. 
David Crist and Marcy Brown 
(Moscow) Aug. to. 
J.nlce jenkin. and Rick Murray 
(Nampa) Aug. 17. 
Debra Kingsbury and Brad 
Hanson (Cut Bank, Mt) June 
22. 
Richard FllCher and Diane Geary 
(Jackson, Wy) Sept. 14. 
Lynelle Tucker and ~BIII" Uhl 
(Caldwell) Sept. 6. 
Richard Shield' and Kay Lynn 
Cleverley (Boise) Aug. 10. 
Aik May/ield lind Jennifer J. mel 
(Springfield, OR) July 6. 
Suzanne K. Schnabel and Bryan 
Nishizaki (Ontario. OR) Aug. 10 
Br'l n CroNland and Kristine 
Benson (Boise) Aug. 10. 
Deaths 
Roger Teld SO. of Portland died 
Oct. 4. He was assislant professor 
of psychology at Idaho Slate 
UniVilrsily and stal! psychologisl 
at the Idaho State Youth Services 
Training Center unll l his 
ret irement. 
Debra Morris (Sec. Sc;erlce. ·76) 
29. 01 Boise died Sept. 8 She was 
employed at United Security 
Mortgage in Boise at Ille time of 
her death. 
Howard Hlne ("76) 6t . died sept. 
5. He worked as a counselor for 
the State of tdaho in Ihe 
vocational rehabilila tion lield in 
Caldwell. 
Virg inia Woodha.d (Med. Tech .• 
'47) 71. died Oct. 5. She was an 
inlern at St. Luke·s Hospital and 
became a registered technolog ist. 
Later she organized the Idaho 
State Association 01 Medical 
Technologists. 
Geraldine C. Smith (BJC. ·65) 
42. died Oct. 7. She worked as a 
nurse In Portland. Boise. Nampa. 
and Caldwell . 
Gary E. Hartnell 39. died Oct 
24. He was employed as aSsistant 
branch manager at First Federal 
Savings and Loan Bank in Coeur 
d·Alene al the time 01 his death. 
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by Jill Cooper 
O lympic Gold medalist swim-mer John Hencken and Boise State University wrest.ler Troy Palmer have more In com-
mon than an interest in athletics. They 
are both members in th e Nati onal 
Collegiate Athletic Association Volun-
teers For Youth progra m. 
Under the program, student-athlete 
vo lunt eers take junior high school young-
sters under their wings, acting as friends 
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and role models. They are matched 
according to mUlual interests. Each pair 
develops their friendship through every-
day activities such as bike riding, sharing 
a pizza or going to a sports event. 
BS U was accepted into the program in 
1982. Louis Onofrio. athletic department 
advisor to VFY, gives credit for the 
success of the program to the student 
directors - student-athletes who are 
responsible fo r recruiting vo lunteers, 
creating compatible matches and organiz-
ing social activities. 
Student director and BSU volunteer 
program coordinator Cheryl Hibbs said 
the half-dozen student directors running 
the program meet weekly to discuss com-
patible matches. They keep in touch with 
those in the program and interview 
parents of those consideringjoi ning VFY, 
Shesaid that recruitingefforls have made 
this year's program particularly success-
fu l. "We have 21 athletes matched and 13 
who have volunteered but are waiting for 
a match:' she said. 
The junior high students in the program 
arc recom mended by counselors at their 
sc hools. Helen Fairbourn. counselor at 
South J unior High. looks for students 
that she thinks will benefit from the 
program. " I look for kids without a big 
brother or sister at home. those that have 
no close association with a sibling:' she 
said. " I think it isa very positive program. 
I hear from my kids that they have really 
enjoyed the special treatment . picnic or 
ballgame. We hope that it helps them sec 
more value in school and that they 
develop social skills by being with college 
student s when they go to thesc activitics." 
The athletes 100 believe they reap 
benefits from th e program. " I get satisfac-
tion from hel ping the kids out. The best 
part issharingand gaining a new perspec-
tive on the yo ung." said bowler Janet 
Woolum. Hibbs agreed. adding that "If I 
ever have kids. what I ha ve learned at 
VFY will help enormously." 
The concept of Volunteers For Youth 
emerged from Stanford University in 
1969 and now has 55 institutionsenrolled. 
National coordinator Audrey West, who 
t ravels the count ry assessing and advising 
on VFY programs said. "The student 
directors at Boise State have put a lot of 
energy, time and commitment into the 
program. This year they took time during 
the summer to send out mailings to 
athletes alerting them to VFY and they 
were ready to recruit as soon as the 
semester began." 
The national staff attributes the VFY's 
success nationwide to several factors: 
junior high school youngsters are still in 
the formative stages of their identity and 
not locked into patterns of failure; most 
students of t his age enjoy associating with 
college athletes; and the program provides 
an older friend to help them develo p a 
positive self-image as they deal with the 
challenges of adolescence. 
The funding for the BS U program is 
through a grant from the Sunrise Chapter 
of Boise Rotary Club and Associated 
Students of Boise State University. The 
NCAA fund s the VFY national 
organization. 0 
Those who play 
, 
I t is an all too fami liar scenario. The highly recruiled senior is offered a grant to compete for his dream uni-
versity. He makes the team. He 
practices hard. and after two years he is a 
star. a household word. His fourth. and 
final. year comes and goes. H is career in 
collegiate athletics finished. he leaves 
school and is never heard from again. 
There has been no shortage of talk 
about graduat ion rate of collegiate ath-
letes. Nat ional magazines, Congress, the 
National Collegiate Athletic Association, 
and many universit ies themselves have 
expressed concern over the number of 
a thletes who never graduate. 
But litt le has been done to correct it. 
One with an idea novel enough to stir 
even more national debate on the issue is 
Boise State ath letic director Gene Bley-
maier, who will present his plan to the 
NCA A this month. 
The problem, he says, isn't caused by 
indifference from stu dent-athletes or 
neglect by the universities. Rather, it 
results from a system that allows athletes 
to compete fo ur years, but makes de-
mands on their time that st retches their 
coursework over five years. 
T hesolution is simple: change the rules 
to a llow student-at hletes to compete for 
five years instead of four. 
Bleymaiersays th is would put athletes' 
competition timeta bles more in step with 
t heir academic timetables. 
Currently t he NCAA requires student-
athletes to take a minimum of 12 cred its 
each semester. While they can enroll in 
morethan 12, most athletes don't because 
of the t ime required to practice, travel. 
and compete. 
will stay 
But, as Bleymaierexplains, by enrolling 
in 12 credits per semester, it takes at least 
five years to earn enough credits (128 at 
BSU) to graduate. Their competition 
finis hed, many student-athletes don't 
ret urn for that fift h year in the classroom. 
By allowing them to compete. and 
receive their grant-in-aid ... Bleyma ier 
says most will have the incent ive to stay in 
school and graduate. 
"We are saying, if it's going to take five 
years to get through school, why not let 
them compete for five years? 
"The NCAA has focused a great deal 
of attention on the front end of the 
process, the admission standards. Now it 
is time to address the other end, the 
graduation rate. 
"College is no longer a four year 
pro position," he says, addi ng that of the 
general student body at BSU only 15 
percent graduate in fou r consecutive 
years. 
He explains that universities have an 
obligation to their student-athletes, es-
pecially those recruited from out-of-state. 
"They came here to participate in our 
athletic program and receive an educa-
tion. After 3Y.! or 4 years we leave them 
on thei r own because they can't compete 
anymore. We need to address that 
problem.~ 
Many larger universities continue a 
student-athlete's grant over the fifth year, 
but smaller schools like those in the Big 
Sky can't afford that luxury. 
But fi nancial aid isn't necessarily the 
key. Remai ning in competit ion is. 
Bleymaier, himself a former football 
player at UCLA, explains. 
Student-ath letes a re used to a schedule 
where every minute is filled with classes, 
homework. practice. strength trai ning, 
t ravel. or competition, he says. 
"For four years they have had some-
thing to do every afternoon. Suddenly. 
that's gone. T hat requires a big adjust-
ment that many people can't make. 
Simply by giving students another year of 
eligibility you keep them involved in the 
program and they will stay in school." 
One attractive feature of the rulechange 
is that it could be made at no cost, and 
could in fact save money because schools 
wouldn't have to recruit as many athletes 
each year. 
The plan would also end the practice of 
"red-shirting," where athletes a rc held 
from compet it ion one year to gain 
strength or increase their skills, and t he 
"hardship rule" that allows at hletes an 
extra year if they are inju red early in t he 
season. 
With older, more experienced athletes 
in the program, there wou ld be less 
pressure on freshme n, thus easi ng con-
cerns of many NCAA university presi-
dents who have questioned the ability of 
freshme n to adjust to the heavy demands 
placed on them both in t he classroom and 
on the playing field. 
Reaction to the five year eligibility plan 
has been favorab le, says Bleymaier. But 
the true test will come in mid-J anuary at 
the annual NCAA convention. 
The biggest obstacle is time. A letter to 
NCAA members was mailed in early 
December. But that may not allow enough 
time fo r them to carefully consider the 
measure. 
"The proposal is really qu ite simple. If 
it doesn't get a complete heari ng, we will 
bring it back next year after people have 
had more time to study it," says 
Bleymaier. 0 
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Understanding: Achallenge of growth at Boise State 
By Dr. John H. Keiser 
PI"l'Si(/i'lII, Boise State University 
I n one critical way a college of 1.000 students is much safer and less complex to manage than a university consisting of five colleges. two schools. nearly J 1.000 students. and the 
attendant cultural. entertainment, and athletic activities 
associated with it. Understanding is thc issue. The smaller 
institution can stay in touch with those who support it. who 
have detailed concerns, much casier than the larger. morc 
varied. one. But "staying in touch"is particularly important for 
an emerging, expanding. institution like Boise State University 
whose alumni. booslers. and "client s" arc used to simpler. more 
accessible days. 
For example. the Morrison Center and the Pavilion are 
major. revo lutionary additions to the campus and the com-
munity. In a few short years ma ny thousands of persons have 
become our "clients" who might not otherwise have been. 
Among other things. they necd to know that the two faciliti es 
a rc cooperative. not competitive. in scheduling and all other 
activities. The "public" needs to know thai its concerns about 
these facilities afe being hand led. sometimes of necessity. in 
general. if not individual. ways. T hings arc considerably 
diffcrent now than when we had only the IOO-seat capacity of 
the SU BA L T heaterorthe3.000seat s in the Bronco Gym. but 
the users are being heard and nevcr ignored. And. they need to 
realize that the Universit y and the community arc partners in 
these activities. a somewhat different relationship than the more 
arbitrary business / customer approach that exists elsewhere. 
In athletics. boosters must realize that NCAA regulations 
which govern us have undergone tremendous change. T he Uni-
versity must com ply. and the relationship with ind ividuals at all 
levels is different than it was ten years ago. or even one year ago. 
Careful, hard work has gone into developing a balanced 
program of men's and women's major and minor sports. All of 
us. coaches and administrators alike. want to wi n every contest 
much more so than any fan whose job or institutional support 
does not depend on it. Ex panded needs. reduced state support, 
new regulations a nd increased competition arc guideli nes 
with in wh ich winning must occur. Increasingly. more will be at 
stake and more understanding necessary with radio and T V 
contracts. seats. memberships, and the like. Hopefully, we can 
explain each of t hese issues to the community upon whose 
support we depend. The "public" needs to know we intend to 
win, to build excellence on purpose. but that the conditions are 
changing. more complex. 
As a forum for ideas. the University. as it grows. will 
inevitably provide a platform for ind ividuals o r thoughts which 
others do not like. We have no choice but to allow ideas 10 be 
expressed. the bad ones as monuments to their own inadequacy. 
if we are to provide t he basic function of a universit y. But it is 
ideas which build and rebuild sodet( and they should be a 
constructive source of excitement. not criticism or censorship. 
The Simplot / Micro n Cent er )Nil! give the Universit y 
commu nication, education. training. and research opportunities 
only experts or careful students can fully understand. The 
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general effects, however. will also be revolutionary on campus 
and in the general area. and it will be so new that a constant 
effort at both explaining and undemanding must happen. 
F or all of those things and more. we ha ve individuals and grou ps devoted to explaining and understand ing. There is 
the active Alumni Association. the University Foundation. the 
Bronco Athletic Association. the Ad visory Committees to each 
of the Colleges and the Schools - as well as many department s. 
and a host o'f other groups involving the public and University 
and devoted to seeking and acting on the best ideas. 711t, 
Unil'ersity Neil'S, Spotliglu, YOllr Neallh. Focus, Idllho :~ 
Economy. BSU/ Search. and other sources of information must 
continue 10 grow and be read , The appeal is that the University 
needs and seeks involvement in each of it s support and adviso ry 
groups which exist to answer questions about it as well as 
among everyone in the area affected by it. 
Of course. the tremendous number of new acti vities and 
programs on the campus put an important. added. obligation 
on staff. faculty. and student s in terms of understanding and 
explaining our institution. It is no t possi ble for Boise State 
University to reach its potential unless each of us on campus 
makes an effort 10 be emissaries of understanding to the 
broader community. 
T he general point is that thi legion' of Idaho and the 
Northwest will not pfoi; per without Boise S tate University. , 
Ideas. education and training come from a properly supported 
a nd generally understood university. The support of the 
Morrison Center Endowment a nd the Great Scholars Campaign 
are only the most visible of recent signs of support and 
comprehension. II is unl ikely that those "belt tighteners" who 
yearly seek to dismantle programs because of an unwillingness 
to meet appropriated budget s can be dissuaded. however. 
unless understanding and acceptance of what we do is more 
complete. T hose now proposing to dismantle higher education 
in Idaho must hear from t hose who understand it is a good and 
positive force. Together. the University with those who reside 
within it s service region. can do much more to build excellence. 
as well as prosperity. in lasting, effective ways. 

Alumni Office 
Boise State University 
1910 University Drive 
Boise, Idaho 83725 
Eric DeBord stretched 
his pennies 6000 miles. 
Eric's always been a saver. And 
a dreamer. Around Payette, he 
mowed lawns, ran errands and 
bagged groceries. And put his 
money into big glass jars. 
When he was eleven, he put 
the money into a savings account 
at Idaho First. Which pays a 
whole lot more interest than glass 
jars. 
And he kept saving. Nobody 
knew what for. 
Then, seven years later, he 
sprang a Mother's Day surprise. 
He gave his parents a dream 
vacation in Hawaii, all expenses 
paid out of his savings. 
You'd be surprised how far 
your savings can , 
go at Idaho First. 
Bring us your 
dreams. 
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